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JOY be with the Good People of Fairyland, for helping me find a letter to myself from an older acquaintance of Madame Blavatsky's than even Miss Ballard, the existence of which I had forgotten. The last-named lady met her at New York within the first week after her arrival from France, but Dr. Marquette knew her in Paris, before she started on that long and brilliant career which led, per aspera ad astra, to end at Woking for the moment, and then keep on and ever onward. The dastardly innuendos about her having led a wild life at the French capital are answered by this frank statement of an educated lady physician, whom I personally knew at New York, but who, I understand, is now deceased. She says:

"New York, December 26, 1875.

Dear Sir,

"In reply to your inquiries, I have to say that I made Madame Blavatsky's acquaintance in Paris, in the year 1873; she was living in the Rue du Palais, in an apartment† with her brother, M. Hahn, and his

* I shall be under great obligations to any friend who wishes well to this historical sketch, if he (or she) will give or lend me for reference any interesting documents, or any letters written them during the years 1875, 6, 7 and 8, by either H. P. B. or myself, about phenomena, the occult laws which produce them, or events in the history of the T. S., or any newspapers or cuttings from the same relating to the same subjects. Loans of this kind will be carefully returned, and I shall be glad to refund, if desired, any expense for postage incurred by the senders. Reminiscences of occult things shown by H. P. B., if described to me by the eye-witnesses, will be specially valued. I may not live to get out a second Edition of my book, and wish to make the first as interesting and trustworthy as possible. One ought not, at the age of sixty, to trust too much to one's own memory, although mine seems not to fail me as yet. Friendly Editors will oblige very much by giving currency to this request.

H. S. O.

†An "appartement" does not mean, as with us, a single chamber, but a suite of rooms, comprising reception, dining and bed-rooms, with a kitchen and servants' quarters.—O.
have often expressed horror at H. P. B.'s coarse eccentricities, including her heart of our kind. H. P. B. was so touched that she said "No matter, of course," and she had neither relative nor acquaintance in Havre. The pages of recorded solcism in society manners to be washed away from woman and her children! Many "proper" and "respectable" people insufficient for the purpose— had her saloon ticket changed for a steerage of the Company and then, as a last expedient— her own funds being tried her powers of persuasion (and objurgation) upon the blameless agent good woman, I will see if something cannot be done." She first vainly was, penniless and helpless: the steamship company could do nothing, runner at Hamburgh had sold to her bogus steamer tickets, and there she was mixed up in adventures of various kinds, some not very creditable, and the enemies of H. P. B. attributed them to her. Her aunt, Mlle. N. A. Fadeyeff, mentions the circumstance in an explanatory letter quoted by Mr. Sinnett ("Incidents, etc.," p. 73) and I had from H. P. B. herself some of the stories, the foisting of which upon herself naturally aroused her fierce indignation.

In the preceding chapter of this narrative it was mentioned that she had left Paris for New York, by order of the Masters, on a day's notice and with barely enough money to pay her way there. It slipped my memory then to recall a circumstance of the journey which, as she told it, brings into high relief one trait of her many-angled character—her impulsive generosity. She had bought a first-class ticket from Havre to New York and had gone to the quay to either see or embark in the steamer, when her attention was attracted by a peasant woman, sitting on the ground with a child or two beside her, and weeping bitterly. Drawing near, H. P. B. found she was from Germany in Europe for many years, arose from the fact that other ladies of the same surname—Mesdames Julie, Nathalie, Heloise, etc., etc. Blavatsky—were mixed up in adventures of various kinds, some not very creditable, and the enemies of H. P. B. attributed them to her. Her aunt, Mlle. Blavatsky I esteem as one of the most estimable and interesting ladies I ever met, and since my return from France, our acquaintance and friendship have been renewed.

Yours respectfully,
(Sd.) L. M. MARQUETTE, M.D.

A large proportion of the calumnious reports circulated about her in Europe for many years, arose from the fact that other ladies of the same surname—Mesdames Julie, Nathalie, Heloise, etc., etc. Blavatsky—were mixed up in adventures of various kinds, some not very creditable, and the enemies of H. P. B. attributed them to her. Her aunt, Mlle. N. A. Fadeyeff, mentions the circumstance in an explanatory letter quoted by Mr. Sinnett ("Incidents, etc.," p. 73) and I had from H. P. B. herself some of the stories, the foisting of which upon herself naturally aroused her fierce indignation.

In the preceding chapter of this narrative it was mentioned that she had left Paris for New York, by order of the Masters, on a day's notice and with barely enough money to pay her way there. It slipped my memory then to recall a circumstance of the journey which, as she told it, brings into high relief one trait of her many-angled character—her impulsive generosity. She had bought a first-class ticket from Havre to New York and had gone to the quay to either see or embark in the steamer, when her attention was attracted by a peasant woman, sitting on the ground with a child or two beside her, and weeping bitterly. Drawing near, H. P. B. found she was from Germany in Europe for many years, arose from the fact that other ladies of the same surname—Mesdames Julie, Nathalie, Heloise, etc., etc. Blavatsky—were mixed up in adventures of various kinds, some not very creditable, and the enemies of H. P. B. attributed them to her. Her aunt, Mlle. Blavatsky I esteem as one of the most estimable and interesting ladies I ever met, and since my return from France, our acquaintance and friendship have been renewed.

Yours respectfully,
(Sd.) L. M. MARQUETTE, M.D.

A large proportion of the calumnious reports circulated about her in Europe for many years, arose from the fact that other ladies of the same surname—Mesdames Julie, Nathalie, Heloise, etc., etc. Blavatsky—were mixed up in adventures of various kinds, some not very creditable, and the enemies of H. P. B. attributed them to her. Her aunt, Mlle. N. A. Fadeyeff, mentions the circumstance in an explanatory letter quoted by Mr. Sinnett ("Incidents, etc.," p. 73) and I had from H. P. B. herself some of the stories, the foisting of which upon herself naturally aroused her fierce indignation.

In the preceding chapter of this narrative it was mentioned that she had left Paris for New York, by order of the Masters, on a day's notice and with barely enough money to pay her way there. It slipped my memory then to recall a circumstance of the journey which, as she told it, brings into high relief one trait of her many-angled character—her impulsive generosity. She had bought a first-class ticket from Havre to New York and had gone to the quay to either see or embark in the steamer, when her attention was attracted by a peasant woman, sitting on the ground with a child or two beside her, and weeping bitterly. Drawing near, H. P. B. found she was from Germany in Europe for many years, arose from the fact that other ladies of the same surname—Mesdames Julie, Nathalie, Heloise, etc., etc. Blavatsky—were mixed up in adventures of various kinds, some not very creditable, and the enemies of H. P. B. attributed them to her. Her aunt, Mlle. Blavatsky I esteem as one of the most estimable and interesting ladies I ever met, and since my return from France, our acquaintance and friendship have been renewed.
democrat, yet showing but too plainly that she felt that she, if any one, had reason to be proud of her lineage. She writes me how the Daily Graphic people had interviewed her about her travels and asked for her portrait. Considering how many many thousand copies of her likeness have since been circulated, the world over, it will amuse if I quote a sentence or two about this first experience of the sort:

"Don't you know, the fellows of the Graphic bored my life out of "me to give them my portrait? Mr. F. was sent to get me into conversa-
"sion after I came out [for the Eddys, she means] and wanted them "to insert my article against...Beard. I suppose they wanted to "create a sensation and so got hold of my beautiful nostrils and "splendid mouth...I told them that nature has endowed and gifted me "with a potato nose, but I did not mean to allow them to make fun of "it, vegetable though it is. They very seriously denied the fact, and "so made me laugh, and you know 'celui qui rit est desarmé.'"

A well-known physician of New York, a Dr. Beard, attracted to Chittenden by my Graphic letters, had come out with a bombastic and foolish explanation of the Eddy ghosts as mere trickery, and she had flayed him alive in a reply, dated October 27th and published in the Graphic of October 30th. Her letter was so brave and sparkling a defence of the Eddy mediums, and her testimony as to the seven "spirit-forms" she herself had recognised so convincing, that she at once came into the blaze of a publicity which never afterwards left her. This was the first time her name had been heard of in America in connection with psychological mysteries, my own mention in the Graphic, of her arrival at Chittenden appearing, if I am not mistaken, a little later. However, be that as it may, her tilt with Dr. Beard was the primary cause of her notoriety.

She carried a tone of breeziness, defiant brusqueness, and camaraderie throughout all her talk and writing in those days, fascinating everybody by her bright wit, her contempt for social hypocrisies and all "caddishness," and astounding them with her psychical powers. The erudition of Isis Unveiled had not yet overshadowed her, but she constantly drew upon a memory stored with a wealth of recollections of personal perils and adventures, and of knowledge of occult science, not merely unparalleled but not even approached by any other person who had ever appeared in America, so far as I have heard. She was a totally different personage then from what she was later on, when people saw her settled down to the serious life-work for which her whole past had been a preparatory school. Yes, the H. P. B. I am now writing about, in whose intimate confidences I lived, with whom I was on terms of perfect personal equality, who overflowed with exuberant spirits and enjoyed nothing more than a comic song or story, was not the H. P. B. of India or London, nor recognizable in the mental colossus of the latter days. She changed in many things, yet in one thing she never improved, viz., the choice of friends and confidants. It almost seems as though she were always dealing with inner selves of men and women, and had been blind to the weakness or corruption of their visible, bodily shells. Just as she chucked her money to every specious wretch who came and lied to her, so she made close friends of the passing hour of people the most unworthy. She trusted one after another and, for the time being, there seemed nobody like them in her eyes, but usually the morrow brought disillusion and disgust, without the bought prudence to avoid doing it all over again. I mentioned above the attempt to form a Miracle Club, for the study of practical psychology. The intended medium belonged to a most respectable family, and talked so honestly that we thought we had secured a prize. He proved to be penniless, and as H. P. B. in his hour of greatest need had no money to spare, she pawned her long gold chain and gave him the proceeds. That wretch not only failed utterly as a medium, but also was reported to us as having spread the most dastardly calumnies against the one who had done him only kindness. And such was her experience to the end of her life; the ingratitude and cruel malice of the Coulombs being but one of a long series of sorrows.

The subsequent history of that chain is interesting. It was, of course, redeemed from pawn, and, later, she wore it in Bombay and Madras. When, in the Ninth Annual Convention of the Society, held at Adyar, a subscription was started to create the Permanent Fund, H. P. B. put her chain up at private auction, and it was bought by Mr. E. D. Ezekiel, and the money handed over to the Treasurer of the T. S. for the Fund in question.

Before I had finished my series of Daily Graphic letters, seven of the largest American publishing houses applied for permission to bring them out in book form, and the offer of Mark Twain's firm, the American Publishing Company, of Hartford, Connecticut, having been accepted, I went to that city shortly after returning from Vermont, to superintend the publication. H. P. B., about the same time, removed to Philadelphia, and we were thus separated for some time. Readers of the American journals of that date will remember the great excitement which had been aroused in the United States by the Eddy phenomena and by the scholarly articles in the Atlantic Monthly, by the late Robert Dale Owen, describing his experiences in the seances of the notorious Holmes mediums (?) at Philadelphia; also the terrible reaction caused by his retraction, in a subsequent issue of that magazine, of his previous endorsement of the genuineness of their alleged materialisations. The effect was prodigious, the patronage of mediums fell away to almost nothing, the circulation of Spiritualistic literature temporarily ceased. The blight fell upon everything pertaining to Spiritualism and my own publishers, who had a week before declared that they should sell at least 40,000 copies of my book, now thought they would be lucky if it did not fall flat upon the market. A careful reading of Mr. Owen's narratives convinced me that he had twice erred—first, in accepting so trustfully the Holmes phe-
nomena, and secondly, in so precipitately falling into panic upon the first pretended exposure of the mediums’ frauds. My publishers expressed a strong desire that I should go to Philadelphia, and investigate the facts. Accordingly, on the 27th December (1874) I wrote to Mr. Owen that, if the Holmeses would submit to such reasonable test conditions as I should prescribe, I would come and go thoroughly into the matter. In due course I received, through Mr. Owen, a written acceptance of my terms by the mediums, and on the 5th January, 1875, reached Philadelphia and took rooms in the same board-house where H. P. B. was putting up. By arrangement, Mr. Owen, Mme. Blavatsky and, later, General Lippitt, of Boston, assisted me in my researches. Not to repeat what is written at length in my book (“People from the Other World”) I need simply say that I exposed a wretched conspiracy between local citizens and an abandoned female to get up this sensational expose in the interest of the new-hunting journals, and did witness—as remarked in the previous chapter of the present narrative—a series of phenomena of the most convincing and sensational character. I did not then know, although I partly suspected, that to the developed psychical power of H. P. B. the chief credit should have been given for the materialisations and other wonders we all saw.

My case concluded, I went to the town of Havana, Schuyler County, New York, and saw the even more astounding phenomena of materialisation of phantom forms with disappearance of the medium, Mrs. Compton, from her ‘cabinet,’ full particulars of which are given in my same book. Thence, I returned to Hartford early in February, finished my literary and editorial work, and saw the last of the forms through the press.

H. P. B. was still at Philadelphia, so I accepted her urgent invitation to come and take a few days’ holiday after my long spell of work. Expecting to be absent from New York only two or three days, I left no instructions at my office or club about forwarding my letters, but, finding upon arrival, that she was not likely to let me go so soon, I went on the second day to the General Post Office, gave the address of my lodgings, and asked that any letters coming for me might be delivered there by carrier (postal peon, as we say in India). I expected none, but fancied that the people in my office, not hearing from me, might address me at the Philadelphia Post Office on the chance of my getting their letter. Now happened something which astounded me then—knowing so little as I did of the psychical resources of H. P. B. and her Masters—and which even now, despite so long an experience of phenomena, remains a world-wonder. To understand what follows, let the reader examine any letter he has received by post, and he will find two office stamps upon it: the one on the face, that of the office at which it was posted, the one on the back, that of the office to which it was addressed: if it has been sent on after him from the latter office, it will at least bear those two stamps and, in addition, those of any series of post-offices to which it was re-addressed until it finally reached his hand. Now, on the evening of the very day on which I had left my address at the Philadelphia General Post Office, the local postman brought me letters coming from widely distant places—one, I think, from South America, or, at any rate, some foreign country—addressed to me at New York, bearing the stamps of the respective offices of posting but not that of the New York Post Office. Despite all post-office rules and customs, they had come straight to me to Philadelphia without passing through the New York Office at all. And nobody in New York knew my Philadelphia address, for I did not myself know what it would be when I left home. I took these letters myself from the postman’s hand, being just on the point of going out for a walk when he arrived. So the letters were not tampered with by H. P. B. Upon opening them, I found inside each, something written in the same handwriting as that in letters I had received in New York from the Masters, the writing having been made either in the margins or any other blank space left by the writers. The things written were, either some comments upon the character or motives of the writers, or matter of general purport as regards my occult studies. These were the precursors of a whole series of those phenomenal surprises during the fortnight or so that I spent in Philadelphia. If I remember correctly, I must have had about fifty, and no letter of the lot bore the New York stamp, although all were addressed to me at my office in that city. As I sent a number of these letters back to the writers, as curiosities of literature, there must be some friends who are able to substantiate this narrative. Unless I am mistaken, my old friend M. A. (Oxon) has one or more of these documents in his collection.

The friends whom H. P. B. had attracted to her had a feast of phenomena in those bright days; I, myself, saw them almost daily. Unfortunately I keep no Diary then and but few of them, comparatively, linger in my memory, overburdened, as it has been, by the multitudinous incidents of the next seventeen years. Considering how industriously the opponents of H. P. B. and our Society have striven to discredit my accuracy as a witness, and to prove that I have been, from the first, her blind dupe, I might be advised by some to hold my tongue and let by-gones be by-gones. If I were the only one concerned, I might adopt that course, but the honesty of my closest friend, my teacher and oldest colleague in Theosophy, is at stake, and I deem it my duty as an honest man and a gentleman to testify to what I have seen, and trust to the calmer verdict of future times to do both her and her witness justice. I am an experienced observer of psychical phenomena, and left behind me in the military staff service, a good reputation for integrity, moral courage, and skill in judicial examinations. Nobody, throughout the several years of my connection with the staffs of the Secretaries of War and the Navy, detected in me that quality of mental imbecility and lack of astuteness which have been so freely attributed to me by Prof. W. B. Carpenter and the charmingly altruistic, unprejudiced and charitable gentlemen of the Society for Psychical
Research: nor has my truthfulness been called in question save by one or two persons whose motives or characters will not bear very close scrutiny. Even the Coulombs and the Missionaries declared me dupe, not knave. What I resent is the imputation of blind credulity, for that implies weakness of mind, a quality I have not shown. I would be the last to say that I may not have been unconsciously hypnotised to see, hear or feel non-existent things but, in that case, I would be but one of a large company of educated persons of many nationalities who, throughout a series of thirty or forty years, were convinced of H. P. B.'s phenomenal powers by the evidence of their senses. To my eyes, ears and other organs of perception, the occurrences were real, and as such will be described; and tested, as I may be able to explain them, by the theories of occult science.

When we come to analyze the psychical phenomena of or connected with Mme. Blavatsky, we find that they may be classified as follows:

1. Those whose production requires a knowledge of the ultimate properties of matter, of the cohesive force which agglomerates the atoms; especially a knowledge of Akaz, its composition, contents and potentialities.

2. Those which relate to the powers of the elementals when made subservient to human will.

3. Those where hypnotic suggestion, through the medium of thought-transference creates illusive sensations of sight, sound and touch.

4. Those which involve the act of making objective images, pictorial or scriptory—which are first purposely created in the adept-operator's mind; for instance, the precipitation of a picture or writing upon paper or other material surface, or of a letter, image or other mark upon the human skin.

5. Those pertaining to thought-reading, retrospective and prospective clairvoyance.

6. Those of the intercourse at will between her mind and the minds of other living persons equally or more perfectly gifted, psychically, than herself.

7. Those, of the highest class, where by spiritual insight, or intuition, or inspiration—as indifferently called; there being no real difference in the condition, but only in names—she reached the amassed stores of human knowledge laid up in the registry of the Astral Light.

Recalling my observations of the past seventeen years as well as I can, I think that all the tales I have ever told or shall henceforth tell, will drop into one or other of these classes.

The sceptic will certainly say that my groups are arbitrary and my hypotheses fanciful. He will ask me to prove that there are Elemental spirits; that there is such a thing as clairvoyance; that material objects called for can be brought from a distance: that anybody really knows the nature of the attraction of cohesion, etc. I shall, for my sole answer, tell what I and others have seen, and then challenge the doubter to find in nature any thinkable law, outside those above enumerated, which explains the facts, the hard, undeniable facts. If the theory of miracle, or diabolism, be propounded then I shall be dumb, for that cuts off argument. I do not pretend to be able to explain the rationale of all of H. P. B.'s phenomena, for to do that one would need to be as well-informed as herself; which I never pretended to be. Take, for example, the phenomenon of the interception of my correspondence while passing through the mails from most widely separated dispatching postoffices, to converge in the General Post Office in New York. This fact came within the knowledge and observation of numbers of people at the time, who, if alive, can corroborate my story: therefore it is not merely a question of my veracity. How was it done, then? What hypothesis thinkable by a man of science will account for it. It involved (a) intelligence to select my letters out of the U. S. Mails, (b) the command of force to bring them into the city Delivery Department of the Philadelphia Post Office: whose the intelligence, and what the force? To me it seems, from the scientific standpoint, an unsolvable mystery. Judging from their highly spiritual and intuitive procedure in the Hodgson-Coulomb case, the S. P. R. savants would explain it in a monosyllable—"Trick"! Of course, they may say, since we proved (by pronunciamento) the negative of the non-existence of magic and adepts, and the positive that Mme. Blavatsky was the most ingenious impostor in history, the explanation of this case is as easy as defamation itself: Mme. B. took the letters from the Post Office or postman, opened them, wrote some nonsense inside, resealed them, and some time later had them given to her dupe and future victim, Col. O., by the postman, whom she had bribed. This solution is no more stupid and no more proves the fatuous conceit of certain pseudo investigators than those adopted to explain some of H. P. B.'s and Damodar's phenomena, of which I shall have to speak in their proper place. Yet, stay a moment: I took from the postman's own hand, at the door of H. P. B.'s residence, the first batch of these mysterious letters, and on the very day when I had gone and given in my address at the Philadelphia Post Office: how, then, could she have (a) foreseen that on that day I would do that, and (b) have had time to discover that the postman was corruptible, or (c) arrange, within the very few hours between my call at the Post Office and the delivery of the letters, to pay him bribes? Still further; supposing this point met, what about the absence of the inevitable New York stamp from letters addressed to me at 7, Beekman St., New York city, by correspondents writing me from the four quarters of the earth, so to say, yet delivered to me in a city a hundred miles distant: in most cases even without my New York address having been erased, but only the Philadelphia one pencilled in the lower left-hand corner of the cover? The theory of fraud breaks down, it will be seen—as similarly baseless charges against honest persons always will when closely analyzed. The Philadelphia postal authorities, at all events, could not explain...
the thing when I took those very letters to them the next morning, and
asked them why the covers bore no New York stamp. They turned
them over and over, consulted together, and handed them back to me,
saying that such a thing was new to them, and they supposed there had
been some negligence somewhere. Strangely enough, the "negligence"
continued as to my correspondence so long as I remained in Philadelphia
until, as I said above, I must have received about fifty such unstamped
letters, with mysterious pencil or crayon writing inside, that had not
been put there by the respective correspondents.

The phenomenon we have been discussing requires, for its execution,
the powers classified under the above defined sections 1, 2, and 4.

We now come to a series of phenomena of other sorts.

H. S. OLCOTT.

(To be continued).

ANALYSIS OF RAMAYANA. 1st CANTO.

(Continued from page 342.)

7. Yagna, then, is a magical ceremony which, when conducted pro-
perly, has the potency of creating disturbances and changes in the body
of Yagna-purusha and producing the desired phenomenal results. There
are several kinds of these magical ceremonies, but the most noted of
them is what is called the Aswamedha or the ceremony which has
a horse for its sacrificial victim or, more appropriately, the ceremony
which operates upon the horse-lieaded deva. So then Dasaratha
appointed as the officiating priest. Now it will be remembered by the
readers of the Puranas, that Kasyapa is the father of all adityas or
incarnations of Vishnu. The family of Kasyapa being very
closely connected with Vishnu, his grandson Rishyasringa conducted
the ceremony in due form. A fiery genius emerged on the scene and
gave an immortal essence to Dasaratha with instructions to distribute it
to his three wives. It is the same essence distributed in various degrees
which produced the four sons of Dasaratha. The three wives of Dasa-
ratna will of course be identified with the three gunas of Satwa, Rajas
and Tamas that acted on the old lord of Ayodhya.
is Rama's slave in spite of the fact that he is born of a lady of desire, the well-known Kaikeyi. In the quaint phraseology of our Puranic authors, it may be said, that man is a great bird representing the sacred syllable "Om." The unmanifested mantra is the head, or Rama, Lakshmana is the M, or the tail. Satrunga is the U, the left wing, Bharata is the A, or the right wing.

9. I shall now begin the history of Rama's development—a development that is described as a sort of pilgrimage to various hermitages and a return back to Ayodhya, in the spiritual sense. This kind of description, as you may see, is peculiarly appropriate in view of the fact that the preliminary condition for all soul-development is the realization, by a man, of the fact that he is a divine breath chained to a body for purposes of his development. A man has to live in the body, yet out of it, and unless a disciple can dissociate the actions of his Nephesh from himself, very little improvement can be achieved. The first thing that occurs in the history of Rama is this. A great Brahma-rishi, known as Visvamitra, whose name resounds throughout the world, comes to the Court of Dasaratha. The king is very much pleased, shows the usual signs of respect and promises to do anything in his power on Visvamitra's behalf. The magician states that he has a sacrificial ceremony to perform, and that the sacrificial ceremony is disturbed by two rakshasas, and he wants the services of Rama to keep off or kill the enemy. The old patriarch wavers, points out his own old age and his son's youth as excuses for non-compliance. But Visvamitra is inflexible. He does not want an army to kill the Rakshasas, but wants Rama. He further states that he understands more of Rama than Dasaratha himself. Anyhow, the old man consents. The magician takes Rama as his disciple and walks out of the city. Before continuing the thread of the narrative, we may ask ourselves the question, who is Visvamitra? What are his capabilities, and what is his spiritual status? According to the accounts which he gives of himself, he is a great Siddha and his hermitage is called Sidhdhasrama. He states also that he lives where Bali was humbled by Vishnu, in his incarnation of Vamana, the dwarf. If, on the lines that have been laid down previously, the Avatar of Vamana took place at the end of the third Round, it follows that Visvamitra occupies a place on the path of progress corresponding to the end of the third Round. He is, therefore, above the highest development attainable in this fourth Round, on even the seventh globe, and hence a great magician. If the question be asked is Visvamitra the name of a specified rishi, the plain answer is, it is not. Whoever reaches the holy hermitage of Vamana, the dwarf, and emerges out of it successfully is Visvamitra for the time being.

But for this reason you must not suppose that Viswamitra is not the name of a natural power, or the plane worked on by that natural power, or the patriarch who presides over that plane. The truth is, Viswamitra is also all these. There are numbers of formulae in the Rig Veda over which Viswamitra presides, and the enunciation of any such mantra

provokes the Visvamitrice power and calls it into action. Whoever reaches that plane is, for the time being, identical with the power of that plane, and he is a Siddha, or Visvamitra.

10. To return to the narrative, Rama and Lakshmana obediently tread the path that Visvamitra was following, and reach the river Sarayoo. The Magician stopped there and, calling Rama in a sweet voice, asked him to wash his hands and feet and refresh himself by drinking a few drops of water, in order that he might teach him two superior mantras, which, on being pronounced, enable a man to sustain his strength on a spiritual journey. Visvamitra further states that the two mantras are born of the old grandfather, Lord Brahma, and that they are absolutely essential for Rama's progress. On hearing the words of Visvamitra, Rama washed his hands and feet and put himself in the proper mood to receive the instruction. Visvamitra imparted the two mantras. Those of us who believe in the efficacy of sounds can believe that there may be two such mantras capable of imparting spiritual strength. What those two mantras are is not for us to enquire into, for the simple reason that we are ignorant. We have only to rest content in learning that there are two such mantras to be imparted to a traveller in pursuit of Divine Wisdom as the initial step. The magician and the two lads halted on the banks of Sarayoo the next morning. It is extremely important for a student of Sanskrit Puranas to have a correct idea of what 'rivers,' are meant to convey. Sometimes the rivers are made to act and talk like intelligent beings and even as important dramatic persons. The ordinary explanation that is given in matters like these is that it is not the body of running water that acts and talks, but the presiding deva of the stream. I shall not go into an examination of the nature of this explanation, but if you rest content with this plausible answer a good deal of treasure that is hidden under symbolology of this kind will be lost. In a most magnificent part of the Hari Vamsa, saturated with occultism, Vyasa gives us the required explanation. He informs us that after Maheswara was crowned as king of the Bhuloka by Lord Brahma, the latter made a tremendous sound, the notes of which are called rivers by the people of this world. Vyasa further states that the rivers are called Nadis, or variations of Nādam, for the reason that they are the variations of the great sound made by Brahma. On these lines pointed out by Vyasa himself we may take Sarayoo as a sound or note. You may all remember having read in the notes by H. P. B. on the "The Voice of the Silence" a reference to the middle tone of nature recognized, as she says, even by modern science. I do not know whether Sarayoo is this middle tone. Most probably it is the tone of the human body, or of a particular part. Since the middle tone in Nature is symbolized as the Ganges, this river Sarayoo, flowing round the town of Ayodhya, must be the tone of the physical body of man. The side on which Viswamitra and Rama rested for the night is described as the hermitage of Kama-deva, before he impelled Rudra, the god of darkness, to construct this group of "stretch-
ing serpent coils known as the body. As you all know, Rama is the principle that underlies the human body, and the river that flows close by Kama must be the note that I refer to. It is this note that seems oftentimes to have been caught hold of by the Hatha-Yogees, who boastfully talk of merging themselves in Nada-brahman, while the Raja-Yoga system depicts awful heights lying beyond and to be scaled, with tremendous difficulties to be encountered and overcome. Let us see what explanation Visvamitra himself gives of this river. At the dawn of day, while Rama and his Guru were crossing the river, Rama asks his Guru the rationale of the sound which he heard. To this the Guru answers in the following significant passage. “Know, O! Rama that this river which goes circling round Ayodhya takes its rise from the Manasa tank on the Mount Kailas, the great sound that you hear is caused by the waters of the river losing itself in the Ganges.”

11. Let us now take a view of the other side of the river, where Visvamitra and his disciple had landed. A most unpleasant spectacle presents itself before them. A dark wilderness resounds with the roar of the tiger and the yell of the jackal. Not a single redeeming feature of grace is traceable. Visvamitra informs his disciple that that unpleasant wilderness was once a populated city. It was there that the thirst and hunger of Indra were once allayed by the tremendous quantity of water poured over him by the Brahma-rishis. On the grounds so watered a beautiful city sprang up. But it came to be depopulated in course of time by the terror inspired by the female rakshasa called Thataka, who had taken possession of the city. The Guru further informs him that it was Rama’s part to kill her without mercy by the power of his own independent arm. Having said this, the Guru keeps aloof without teaching Rama the mantras that he knew, by any one of which Thataka might be killed in the twinkling of an eye. Rama receives the order in silence, and makes a tremendous sound with the cord of his bow. The resonant noise reached the den of Thataka. She appears before Rama with all her brute force. A severe struggle takes place between the horrid woman and Rama, and in a short time she receives her doom. The silent watcher of the whole struggle, Visvamitra, gets very much pleased with his disciple, and imparts to him as a reward the entire secret of Astras, or occult combinations of sounds, which evoke wonderful potencies when pronounced on a prescribed rythmical intonated scale. This story is plain enough only, in illustration of the oft-repeated sentence in theosophical writings, that sleeping dogs lying unnoticed begin their furious bark only when roused. At the stage that Rama has reached, he has got at the sound that forms the key-note of his body and tries to make use of it. As a reaction, all the physical sensational centres cry for their wonted liberty. These jackals and wolves find a fit leader in the demon of physical desire. It is the business of the traveller to alay these jackals and to kill their leader by his own effort. No Guru can or will fight in his stead, and that accounts for the behaviour of Visvamitra. He, who succeeds in killing the
to the nature of the sacrificial ceremony conducted by Visvamitra. All the difficulties that will present themselves before the student who lives the life suited to the evolution of the Siddha, constitute the rakshasa called Märeeka. This is the process of true Káya-sudhi or purification of the body. There are some cheap books sold in the bazaars in which a process of Káya-sudhi is laid down. On an examination of such works and personal inspection of some persons who practise it, I can pronounce without hesitation, that the whole thing is a bundle of trash, set on foot by Märeeka himself to decry the traveller.

All these books, some of our minor Upanishads included, seem to have forgotten the fact that a man who sits on the top of a tree and cuts it underneath is sure to fall down and dash his brains on the ground below, and that no man can rise above matter by plunging more and more deeply into its coils. The few noble words including "a pure heart, an eager intellect", &c., &c., pronounced over the funeral of H. P. B.'s body, contain the whole secret of Káya-sudhi in a nutshell, if only you apply the words to both mind and body. The rakshasa known as Subháoo, whom Rama killed on this occasion, is one of long arm. As the name indicates, who constantly induces a man to use the secret powers of a Siddha when no occasion reasonably requires it. Right thinking is the only weapon required to kill this rakshasa. If the view that I have taken of the nature of the sacrificial ceremony in Visvamitra's hermitage be correct, the following statement can be safely made. He who seeks initiation under a Guru, moved by the thrilling words of some Sanskrit works, words which indicate that he who does so and so, will have the solar sphere as his path is sure to end in failure at the very threshold of the path leading to wisdom. He is sure to be dragged out of the Sidhhsrama by Märeeka and Subháoo. If you think over the subject, and if you realize that the ultimatum of man's efforts is wisdom, you will understand what injurious consequences follow in the track of a man who aims at phenomena.

A. Nilakanta Sastri.

(To be continued.)

THE QUALIFICATIONS NEEDED FOR PRACTICAL OCCULTISM.

The following lines are addressed to all those who desire to follow the Path of Practical Occultism, especially to such as imagine that by paying an Entrance Fee and joining the Theosophical Society they acquire a right, or a claim to instruction in practical methods of psychic or spiritual development.

What follows has no reference to the Eastern School of Theosophy, or "Esoteric Section," as it was formerly called, so far as the conditions of membership in that school are concerned. As, the special aim and purpose of that school is to facilitate the acquisition of the qualifications set forth below, to impart, in its lower degrees, the necessary theoretical training and to afford opportunity, encouragement, guidance and assistance to the aspirant in the all-important, but most arduous task of making himself ready and fit for actual practical training. For this reason the conditions of membership in the Eastern School are limited to the simplest and least arduous demands such as any one, whatever his previous life has been, whatever his present conditions of life may be, whatever profession he may follow, whether he is married or single, rich or poor, learned or unlearned, can comply with—if only he be sincere and in earnest.

Thus the qualifications about to be mentioned are demanded only of such as seek actual practical training and demand to be taught those real methods, by the assiduous use of which the higher nature and powers of man may be developed with comparative rapidity in the properly qualified student.

But the very fact that these methods bring about the rapid development and speedy unfoldment of such mighty powers, implies that the possession of the qualifications demanded will be most rigorously exacted. Were they not, the powers which naturally accompany advancing spiritual development, would inevitably be used for selfish and evil purposes, with the result of bringing the most tremendous catastrophies upon Humanity.

All Hindu Shastras with one voice, all the mystical works of other nations and religions, unanimously lay down the following five qualifications as the indispensable requisites which must be possessed by the aspirant before he can receive his first initiation into the real methods of practical Occultism.

The aspirant must:

1. Love truth and be ever ready to sacrifice himself in order to uphold it.
2. Preserve purity of mind, speech and body.
3. Be ever active and industrious in helping others.
4. Sacrifice himself constantly and unhesitatingly for the good of others.
5. Strictly follow and practice justice.

As this statement of the qualifications is very abstract and general, there follows an elaboration of them in detail, setting forth not the full and perfect ideal of their attainment, but the lowest stage of their acquirement without which it is useless to demand even the first and simplest practical lesson in real Yoga, or "Practical Occultism."

Sketch of the Qualifications Necessary before Attempting the First Step of Practical Yoga.

1.-Ethical qualifications.

(a) The aspirant must always cherish noble desires and be free from vanity. He must be ready and willing to learn from all, regarding all his fellow-men as teachers.
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(b) He must, above all, be honest with himself, and try to see his nature, his virtues and his defects, as they really are.

(c) He must possess patience and perseverance, and prove these qualities by actual conduct and life.

(d) He must strive to lead a pure life sexually, and must have succeeded to some extent at least, before he can take the first step in practice.

II.—Karmic qualifications.

(a) The aspirant must prove by his actions in ordinary life that he is animated by a sincere, earnest and devoted desire to benefit Humanity.

This must be shown and proved, not by words, but by actual self-denial and self-sacrifice for the purpose of helping others. But it is no real self-denial to give, for instance, money whose want one does not feel: real self-denial in money-giving means that one shall give so much money in proportion to his income that he will have to go without things he wishes for, or pleasures he desires. Real self-sacrifice means the doing of things one dislikes, the giving up of what one likes, the wish for, or pleasures he desires. Real self-sacrifice for the purpose of helping others. But it is no self-denial to give, for instance, money whose want one does not feel.

This must be shown and proved, not by words, but by actual self-denial and self-sacrifice for the purpose of helping others. But it is no real self-denial to give, for instance, money whose want one does not feel: real self-denial in money-giving means that one shall give so much money in proportion to his income that he will have to go without things he wishes for, or pleasures he desires. Real self-sacrifice means the doing of things one dislikes, the giving up of what one likes, in order thereby directly to help or benefit others.

(b) No arbitrary asceticism, performed for one's own self-advancement, and not for the good of others, is of any real use on the Path of true spiritual development.

(c) The aspirant must, therefore, live a life of active work and exertion in helping others spiritually, intellectually, morally, and physically by all the means in his power.

(d) The aspirant must be, at least to some extent, master of himself. That is he must be able to control at least his bodily actions, e.g., outbursts of anger, and so on.

(e) The aspirant must have proved his possession of these qualifications by his actual conduct before he has any right to expect practical instruction; for these ethical qualifications are the most important of all.

III.—Intellectual qualifications.

(a) The aspirant must have formed clear general ideas through intellectual study as to (a) the goal he aims to reach; (b) the means by which he is to progress; and (c) the facts in nature upon which these two rest: i.e., the nature of man; the nature of the universe; and the relation between man and the universe.

The reason for this is that animals and fish possess mind, so that in eating their flesh, one assimilates their "mind" also, and the first step towards occultism is to free the mind from animal tendencies. Eggs, however, are permitted as in them "mind" is only present in germ. In the order of the hindrances they cause to progress, meat is most injurious, then fish, while eggs are only slightly so. But the proper diet is the least important of all the steps towards the acquisition of the five qualifications.

(b) He must therefore have studied well during his period of probation, and have thought over and assimilated his studies, before he is ready for practice.

(c) He must—intellectually at least—recognise no difference between "self" and "others."

(d) He must be free from intellectual dogmatism and the sectarian spirit.

(e) He must have trained his mind by constant practice to occupy itself exclusively with one thing at a time. That is, he must ceaselessly endeavour, from the time he rises in the morning till he falls asleep at night, to keep his attention steadily fixed upon whatever he is occupied with, and to constantly recall his attention to the subject in hand whenever it wanders. This he must do constantly, at every moment, however trivial or unimportant the matter may be which he is doing. Also he should never allow his mind to wander vaguely here and there, but always keep his attention steadily fixed upon some one subject or other.

Note.—This he must also continue to do, even more assiduously, after he has commenced actual practice.

IV.—Physical qualifications.

(a) The aspirant must abstain entirely from all intoxicating liquors and drugs, such as alcohol in all its forms, opium, bhang, ganja, &c.

(b) He must abstain entirely from meat, and if possible, from fish.

(c) He must eat for the sustenance of his body, and not to gratify his palate.

These are the "preliminary steps" which must be taken; but it is not at all either necessary or advisable that one should leave family or active life in the world, either in order to accomplish them or when he has accomplished them. In fact they must be accomplished in the world, for there only is it possible to acquire the qualifications demanded for the higher life.

In order that one may judge his own qualifications and see how far he is fit and ready to take the first step on the road of practice, the following signs are the best indications.

* The reason for this is that animals and fish possess mind, so that in eating their flesh, one assimilates their "mind" also, and the first step towards occultism is to free the mind from animal tendencies. Eggs, however, are permitted as in them "mind" is only present in germ. In the order of the hindrances they cause to progress, meat is most injurious, then fish, while eggs are only slightly so. But the proper diet is the least important of all the steps towards the acquisition of the five qualifications.
The aspirant is ready when:—

1. He feels as his own the miseries of others, about which he was formerly careless; and is indifferent to his own sufferings considering them in the same way he formerly regarded the sufferings of others.

2. He does everything concerning his outer life merely as a duty or for others, not from any desire of his own; just as he formerly did certain things with complete indifference merely as duties or to give pleasure to others.

3. He has learnt to forget his own virtues and to magnify his own faults.

Finally, it must never be forgotten that all these qualifications, even the first five, express only the conditions requisite for actual entry on the path of practical training, and by no means cover all that the aspirant has to accomplish before he can graduate in Occult Science.

T. C. C.

A TRIP TO THE SEVEN PAGODAS.

On the seacoast, near forty miles South of Madras, is a remarkable town of religious ruins. It has a long, compound, and mythological name, Maha-Bali-puram. The TamuliANS have softened the name into Mavali-varam, by which the place is known among Madras-sees. Mavali-varam has accent on the first and fourth syllables. No edifices built for commerce or manufacture remain, but the religious relics are too many to be counted.

The region thereabout is Tamul,—most numerous of South Indian peoples, and the richest of South Indian languages. Tamil euphony rejects the letter B from its alphabet, using V instead; exactly the opposite of the Bengalees, who call the Vedas, "the Beds." Nor do the TamuliANS use the rough aspirate; hence Mavali for Maha-Bali, which means Bali the Great. Mavali-ganga, the longest river in Ceylon, is the Ganges of the great Bali; gonga, or ganges, literally means the go—go, the river. Varam means the place or town, like puram, and waram. Rammisram is Rama's waram.

Essayists have suggested other names and derivations for Mavali-varam. They have also conjectured differing theories of date for the scattered relics that enrich the coast for ten miles thereabout. The most probable, the most proven, as also the most poetical and legendary, supposes that for longer than the last thousand years, this point of the Coromandel Coast has been connected by name with the demi-god and royal hero, Maha-Bali; who emerges out of Hindu myth and history, now as an Indian king of curious career, now as a military monkey, marshaling hosts incarnate in that animal shape, the most agile and useful in the emergencies of a campaign; now as an astral combatant in a wonderful war that was waged entirely in the sky, between good and bad forces among the clouds and the lightning; now he comes in as a wit; now as a great Angel; and in all his characters, he is divinely fathered, and has famous fabled relatives.

Maha-baleshwar, the Spring capital of the Bombay Presidency, is another place named in honor of Maha-Bali-Ishwara, ishwara meaning lord, sovereign.

When Bali, the Great, had obtained universal empire through efforts that would occupy a long story, and when he had become self-important and tyrannical, Vishnu assumed the little form of a dwarfed man such as we see occasionally in Bombay or Madras. He was poor also, and looked pitiable enough, when he ventured into the royal presence. Bali, with the impulsive generosity of an Indian rajah, bade him say what he wanted most. The rajah would give him whatever he wanted. The little man, humbly and meekly, asked only for so much territory as he could cover at three steps. The rajah laughed; for the little man could not step far; and said: "Yes, you may have it." Instantly out of the dwarf's little figure, Vishnu expanded. With one stride he cleared the earth and the nether regions; with the second stride he stepped across the sky; then he asked the king—"where shall I place my foot for my third stride?" "Upon my head," answered king Bali, the Great, recognising the Omnipotent and Omnipresent, and acknowledging his own subjection thereto.

This attitude is shown in the complete series of Hindu mythological pictures, now published in good shape, by the Society of Associated Indian Artists;—the king with reverent, folded hands, looking himself like a kneeling dwarf under the foot of the expansive Vishnu.

Bali, the wit, appears in his reply when Vishnu gave him the choice, to go to heaven with five wise persons, or to hell with five ignorant persons. Bali chose to go to hell with five wise ones; because a bad place with good company, is preferable to a good place with bad company.

Among the military monkeys who fought and bled in the Rama-Ravana war, Griffith's rhyming translation of the Ramayana tells us that

"Bali, the woodland hosts who led,
High as Mahendra's lofty head,
Was Indra's child."

In a great supernatural battle, Bali was fatally struck. Indra, the lord of the atmosphere, procured the body, and with his thunderbolt [the lightning], he cut it into many parts. "From the purity of Bali's actions, the different portions of his body became the germs of the various gems. From his bones came diamonds; from his eyes, sav-
To go to Mavali-varam from Madras, is easy. In January last, an accidental and Occidental party of five ladies and several men, started from the little pier at Adyar Head-quarters, in two canal boats, at five p.m., with servants and baskets of tiffin. We glided under the long high bridge that spans the fast diminishing river, and soon afterward passed out of it on the left, and when we emerged from the always interesting process of a lock, we were afloat for the night on the canal, with only the one interruption of tying up after an hour or two, when with hot coffee, cooked on the shore, we tiffined. In the morning, our two boats with three or four miles of difference in punctuality, arrived at Mavali-varam, at eight or nine A.M.

The surviving town is “a Brahman village,” that is, its inhabitants are exclusively or mostly Brahmans. It has fewer houses than there are vacant chambers from the unknown olden time. Fortunately, an ample, wholesome rest-house, maintained by Government, with everything about it spick and span, has airy, well-appointed sleeping-rooms, and eating-rooms. Here are costly volumes of Governmental maps, and a wide, long verandah, elevated some feet above surrounding beds of flowers, and thriving shrubbery. It overlooks an extended, tranquilizing view—all so pleasant and sanitary that a studious or a tired mind could remain days or weeks, contented in this house-of-rest; thirty miles removed from the possibility of visitors.

All who know Bombay, have seen Elephanta. So they who are at Madras, should go to Mavali-varam.—A rapid way to become familiar with the principal stories of Hindu mythology, is not only to analyze the names of Indians whom you know, but also while inspecting antique relics on the spot where they belong, to study simultaneously the few printed volumes necessary. This way has the agreeable and restful variety of outdoor pursuit and exercise, books, and the often explanatory social chat. These advantages cannot be furnished in museums and libraries far from the scene. Special points make special ideas suggest themselves on the spot. You are an original, not merely a second-hand learner. Books alone can do much, as we know from the works of the poets and novelists, but for very pleasurable learning, reside in the House of Rest at Mavali-varam. There we laved ourselves, had regular and fresh breakfast, spent the next several hours in reenacting the place, then dined, and some of us rambled again. At dusk we reembarked on the canal, glided through the sleepy night, and in the morning were at Adyar.

The relics at Mavali-varam are of five sorts: excavated rooms in a long rocky hill; a constructed temple of stone; vast tableaux of sculptured pictures on precipitous rock; inscriptions; monolithic temples, standing out, each distinct,—and huge monolithic animals.

The relics are not all ruins. The five small monolithic temples, beautiful to a lover of architectural form, are intact. So are the noble animals of stone near them.—The most numerous relics are the excavations. A ridge, a quarter or perhaps half a mile long, is scooped out into temples with porticos, pillars; fabulous heroes and scenes, sculptured on the walls: niches, pedestals, some occupied by statues, and some deprived of the old occupant,—all originally a solid ledge of rock.

Here is Krishna, holding up the mountain Govardhana with his hand, with as much ease as though it were an umbrella. The story is that when “the milk and butter god” was a playful cow-boy, among a thousand boyish tricks, he advised all the herdsmen and the milkmen and the maids, instead of bestowing thanksgivings on the impalpable lord of the air, to direct their thank-offerings to the mountain. He said to them: “It is the mountain which supplies the cattle with food, and enables the cows to give milk. Bring, therefore, your offerings to the top of Mount Govardhana.” Then the people came, bringing choice bits of their best food; while Krishna slyly established himself where he could eat it. Then Indra, the lord of the weather, sent down violent storms to flood the pasture and drown the cattle. When Krishna saw the gathering clouds, he ran down, and raised up the mountain, and stands holding it like an umbrella; and it sheltered all his friends, and their cattle. Moreover he doubled down his three large fingers, and held up the mountain with only his small finger and thumb.—This is one of the favorite pictures in Hindu mythology.

One constructed temple, of an architectural style different from that now used in this part of India, is lofty, long, and broad. A niche in the verandah is occupied by Ganesha; who, with his elephant face, could remain days or weeks, contented in this house-of-rest; thirty miles removed from the possibility of visitors. In this niche, his fat statue is even fatty,—bearing evidence of his favorite pictures in Hindu mythology. It like an umbrella; and it sheltered all his friends, and their cattle. Moreover he doubled down his three large fingers, and held up the mountain with only his small finger and thumb.—This is one of the favorite pictures in Hindu mythology.

The relics are not all ruins. The five small monolithic temples, beautiful to a lover of architectural form, are intact. So are the noble animals of stone near them.—The most numerous relics are the excavations. A ridge, a quarter or perhaps half a mile long, is scooped out into temples with porticos, pillars; fabulous heroes and scenes, sculptured on the walls: niches, pedestals, some occupied by statues, and some deprived of the old occupant,—all originally a solid ledge of rock.

Here is Krishna, holding up the mountain Govardhana with his hand, with as much ease as though it were an umbrella. The story is that when “the milk and butter god” was a playful cow-boy, among a thousand boyish tricks, he advised all the herdsmen and the milkmen and the maids, instead of bestowing thanksgivings on the impalpable lord of the air, to direct their thank-offerings to the mountain. He said to them: “It is the mountain which supplies the cattle with food, and enables the cows to give milk. Bring, therefore, your offerings to the top of Mount Govardhana.” Then the people came, bringing choice bits of their best food; while Krishna slyly established himself where he could eat it. Then Indra, the lord of the weather, sent down violent storms to flood the pasture and drown the cattle. When Krishna saw the gathering clouds, he ran down, and raised up the mountain, and stands holding it like an umbrella; and it sheltered all his friends, and their cattle. Moreover he doubled down his three large fingers, and held up the mountain with only his small finger and thumb.—This is one of the favorite pictures in Hindu mythology.

One constructed temple, of an architectural style different from that now used in this part of India, is lofty, long, and broad. A niche in the verandah is occupied by Ganesha; who, with his elephant face, could remain days or weeks, contented in this house-of-rest; thirty miles removed from the possibility of visitors.

In this niche, his fat statue is even fatty,—bearing evidence of the fire and smoke and oil of every Friday’s rich illustration at the present day. When we think of the thousand or thirteen hundred years of probable unbroken continuance of these rites, this niche brings to mind the familiar old Testament phrase—“a perpetual sacrifice.”

From the canal, either to the rest-house, or to the temples in the ridge, is only a ten minutes’ walk, unless you lengthen it among the inter-
the question—did Lakshmi wear again to large hips. Even the pointed corsage or waistlet, a regular in English, lucky;—the goddess of beauty being naturally the mistress of balance.

and perhaps growing years within the limitations of a corset, until the appears in modern dress in Occidental countries, wherever ancient India, for Lakshmi and her suite have precisely the form which figures! The corset of modern Europe, must have been a fashion in prosperity and cheerfulness. Her figure carefully cut in stone, inspires other feminine personifications. In Bengal she is called Lukki, spelled her ancient niche in one temple; and often appears elsewhere, with May Shiva, the beloved, with Parvati of the snow-mountain, and with Kartikeya, and their retinue, be present here for ever.

"Krishna's butter ball" is a huge, quite regular, and somewhat egg-shapen rock, nearly seventy feet in circumference, and thirty feet in diameter. It rests upon a comparative point, and preserves immovable balance.

Many are the inscriptions; graven in more than one kind of ancient Sanskrit, and in Pali, and in Telugu, etc. Government has carefully copied them. One translation says: “The lord of kings built this place. May Shiva, the beloved, with Parvati of the snow-mountain, and with Kartikeya, and their retinue, be present here for ever.”

The consort of Vishnu, the Hindu goddess of beauty, remains in her ancient niche in one temple; and often appears elsewhere, with other feminine personifications. In Bengal she is called Lukki, spelled in English, lucky;—the goddess of beauty being naturally the mistress of prosperity and cheerfulness. Her figure carefully cut in stone, inspires the question—did Lakshmi wear a corset! The wide deep breast and shoulders slope to a small girth around the belt, and immediately widen again to large hips. Even the pointed corsage or waistlet, a regular Persian style, appears sculptured upon many of these womanly figures! The corset of modern Europe, must have been a fashion in ancient India, for Lakshmi and her suite have precisely the form which appears in modern dress in Occidental countries, wherever a large, healthy-born, voluptuously framed woman has passed all her adult and perhaps growing years within the limitations of a corset, until the corset-made form has become permanent. The ideal of which this figure is the exaggeration, is doubtless fine.

The same fashion and ideas did not prevail in Greek sculpture, nor in the Greek and Roman fashionable life. For the models, by which are framed the personifications of goddesses and gods, are simply the prevailing ideals of the perfected human being;—which corresponds with
to make an arrow when shot off, generate other weapons, and accomplish wide damage, he suffered a severe course of physiological treatment. In a part of his fast, his heaviest food was the withered leaves that fell upon the ground. The first month he ate only once in three or four days; the second month, once in seven days; the third month, once in fourteen days; and the fourth month, he fed on air. He obtained that for which he fasted;—a magic motto, to be uttered when he shot off the arrow.

More than one day can profitably be given to study these pictures. It is grand too, with the sky above, and all these life-like creatures intact upon the rock of ages.—The best description, a numbered explanation of the reliefs at Mavali-varam, was written by Kavali Lakshmapaya in 1803, in Telega; and is literally translated into English with some quaint, frank phrases, in the last pages of a book entitled "The Seven Pagodas," compiled many years ago for the Madras Government.

The student-visitor who stays sometime, and goes out every day from sunrise until nine A. M. and again from four and a half P. M. until sunset—should also have in the hand, Wilkins' Hindu Mythology, published by Thacker, Spink and Co., Calcutta,—a book both portable and complete, and which has the great advantage of containing the chief conventional pictures in Hindu mythology, familiar to the Hindu, little known by the Western scholar. They are exactly repeated here in sculpture. Such a method of visit would soon graduate the freshest stranger in the myths interwoven with long names, that he will meet all over India; and the deeper student will be prepared to discover what meaning lies engraved within these fables in stone.

Anna Ballard.

THE INDIAN DOCTRINE OF REINCARNATION.

(Continued from page 358.)

The 32nd Rik of the Rig Veda I, 164, is the one generally quoted in support of the doctrine of Reincarnation. The Sukta contains 52 riks, 1-41 being addressed to the Visvedevas, 42nd to Vâch and Apas, 43rd to Sakadhuma and Soma, 44th to Agni, Sûrya, and Vâyu; 45th to Vâch; 46, 47, 52 to Sûrya; 48 to Kala; 49 to Sarasvati; 50 to the Sadhyas; Sakadhuma and Soma, 44th to Agni, Sûrya, and Yâyu; 45th to Yach; 1-41 being addressed to the Yisvedevas, 42nd to Yach and Apas, 43rd to

1892.

In the above passage, bahuprajah has been translated into "many births" or "he who produced many sons." Sâyänâchârya himself suggests these two alternatives, but the latter is the one that fits better, as it makes the Sukta more consistent. Yaska in his Nirukta tells us that the passage was in his days interpreted in both the ways above indicated.

We shall now pass on to IV, 27, 1. The devata addressed is Syena, by Yamadeva Rishi. It is: "garbhanuseshâh an vedamâh derdnâm janinimâh virât satamâd prava vâkyam yâm avajñanâbhiradvâyâm;

may be rendered into "being still in the womb I knew all the births of these gods. A hundred walls of iron protected me. Then I flew out as a falcon with rapidity."

In Mandalas V—IX we find several references to the mode of birth, as for instance in VI, 16, but we are not in all these cases in a position to say exactly that the idea of re-birth in this world is involved.

Lastly, we shall pass on to the tenth Mandala.

Sukta 14. This Sukta consists of 16 riks and is addressed to Yama; from the 7th rik, however, the soul of the departed is addressed, as the Sukta is one to be repeated at a funeral. The eighth rik reads:

Sangachâcira pitribhikh samayamena ishtâpurténâ paramêryôman hitvâya avadâm punar astam yehi sangachâsra tâtu avarâbhâh.

"Meet with the father, meet with (the recompense of) sacrifice thou hast offered and (other) good actions done well in the highest heaven. Leaving off all sins again go to thy home. Become united to a body and clothed in a shining form." (a).

Sukta 16. 3. Sûryamshakshv gachechatu vâtama átâm áyam cha gachecha prthivinchashodkarmanah apowâ gachecha udrâbhitam oshadishu pratîshtâh savirâh.

4. Ajo bhâgas tapasâ tam tapasa tam te sochis tapata tam te archik yës te sicca tane Jâtavedâs tâbhîr vahaim saukrîtân u lokam.

5. Avarîjya punar agni prîtrîbhikho yas te ñûtas charati sarâbhikho ñûr vâsishu uparetu sevah sangachâtanâm tâtu Jâtavedâh.

(a). Prof. Max Muller translates the passage, by connecting the word punah with astam. This has been considered by Dr. Muir as not bringing out a good sense, while he himself apparently seems to have followed the former. Dr. Roth connects punah with what precedes, but Dr. Max Muller's translation is the one that is in accordance with the Pada Text.
Agni is here addressed by Damanomayannah, the Rishi. The
passages mean:—
3. "Let his eye go to the sun, his breath to the wind; go to the sky
and to the earth according to the action of thy several parts; or go to
the waters if that is suitable for thee; (or) enter the plants with thy mem-
bers. 4. As for his unborn parts do thou (Agni) kindle with thy heat;
let thy flame and thy lustre kindle it; with those auspicious forms (or
bodies) of thine convey it to the world of the righteous. 5. Give up
again, Agni, him who comes offered to thee with oblations. For (the
purpose of attaining) the Fathers.* Putting on life let him approach his
remains, let him meet his body, O Jatavedas."

X. 55-6. This Sukta is addressed to a deceased man by
Gaupayana and is of interest as it speaks of bringing back to this
world a soul to dwell and live. The first rik is yat te yamam vairasvatam
mano jagama dharakam tat te avartayamasa iha kahayayaj jivesa.
"Thy soul which has gone afar to Yama Vaivasvata, we bring back hither
to the same effect."

Aitareyopanishad II, 3. Itara atmâ krityo rasyogatah praiit saitah
prayannera pumaryajat tadasya tirtiyane jauina. "You who are capable of giving life, give
us the eyes back, the life, enjoyment in this world, (and) make us see for a long time the sun
(who shines) over our heads."

1. 58-9. This Sukta is addressed to Dyavapritthivy by Gaupayana.
6. Asmitie punaramsau chakshuh punah prânam ihanodehi bhogam
jyokopayana sairyanuscharanatam.
"You who are capable of giving life, give us the eyes back, the
life, enjoyment in this world, (and) make us see for a long time the sun
(atma bhavati)."

Before going to the Yajur Veda—we may see that the idea of re-
birth in this world is involved in the expressions of the Rishis above
quoted; and that notwithstanding that the words atma, prana, manas are
used for Atma, the Rishis had conceived the idea, less clearly in the
hymns but more clearly in the Upanishad.

* Dr. Muir translates pitribhy into 'to the Fathers' whereas it is "Cha-
tarthi" and should therefore be rendered into 'of the Fathers (or Pitris)." This has been done by Sâyansâcharya who expands it to mean "'for the purpose of attaining the fathers" under Panini's rule II. 3, 14.

Dr. Muir remarks (Original Sanskrit Texts, Vol. V., 334 Note) that the ideas
in these two verses are taken from the Bhagavadgîta. Why not the reverse, which is
more probable?
Those whose conduct has been good will quickly attain some good birth, the birth of a Brahmin, a Kshatriya or a Vaisya. But those whose conduct has been evil, will quickly attain an evil birth, the birth of a dog, or a hog, or a chandala. On either of these two ways those small creatures (flies, worms, &c.) are continually returning of whom it is said, live and die, there is a third place. Therefore that world never becomes full. Hence let a man take care to himself."

Prasnopanishad I. 9. Samvatarovai prajapati stasyanayan dakshina chottaram chudadahika vaitideshtarpvriti kritamypayaptvete chandramasamavelokasa mabhya jayantya te yeva punararvartante tasamadite riskhyah prajaka kama dakshina arupayapante 'ishahavey rainiyah prityanayam. "The year is verily Prajapati. It (the year) has two paths, the one to the south the other to the north. Therefore those who worship it under the idea of work (that is to say, as duty) as oblations, or as pious gifts, obtain even the sphere of the moon, they return again. Therefore, those who are desirous of offspring, obtain the southern path (the moon). This food is verily the path of the forefathers."

Ibid III. 7. Athaika yortha udana punyena punyam lokam nayati ripeta papamubhdyamcamaumanubhayam lokam. "Again the ascending air (udana), leads (us) through one of them to the holy place by holy work, by sin to the place of sin, by both to the world of man."

Ibid V. 4. Athayathi dvimatrena manas sampadatov so antariksham yajurvikarniyate savasamokam savasamole vikhati manubhaya punardevantarate. "Again if he meditates in his mind on two letters (A. U.) he is elevated by the Mantras of the Yajur to the atmosphere; he (obtains) the world of the moon. Having enjoyed power in the world of the moon, he returns again (to the world of man)."

Mundaka I. 2-10. Ishtapuratam manyamavarey samastapradhiksham vingayante pramoodikak naksara pritecte sukritte amabhante manomam khataramchauvanti. "Considering sacrifice and good works as the best, these fools know no higher good and having enjoyed (their reward) on the heights of heaven, gained by good works they enter again this world or a lower one."

The above passages speak for themselves. The doctrine of reincarnation, enunciated in them is the same as is now believed by all the Hindus. It is to be found in the Samhita and Brahmana portions of the Vedas; and there in its developed form. The Upanishads, therefore, only repeat the idea; and one of them, the Aitareyopanishad, actually quotes a passage from the Samhit (IV. 27. I) in support of its statements.

Sakayamu found the doctrine already in a perfected condition. He, however, gave it a somewhat new garb, and preached it. With Buddhism it spread, and this perhaps accounts for the fact that it is a fundamental belief of nearly the whole of Asia.

S. E. Gopala Charey.
attitude towards all branches of Occultism, remembering that the proverb, "What is one man's meat is another man's poison", can be applied to the various branches of Occultism, when we shall find that what one student may find distasteful to himself, may be the very one thing which is necessary to the progress of his fellow.

For the benefit of the uninitiated, I had, perhaps, better explain at once that the Tarot, or Taro, as it is sometimes written, consists of a pack of seventy-eight cards, twenty-two of which are the key cards, i.e., those cards which give the clue to the meaning of the general body of the cards, while the remaining fifty-six consist of four suits of fourteen cards each, corresponding almost exactly to the ordinary playing-cards of the day. The twenty-two key cards contain symbolical pictures, each of which represents an abstract quality, a force in nature, &c., while each card of the four suits has its own definite value. I shall hope later on in my article to give some further description of these cards. What has already been said will be sufficient to give the reader a general idea of what the Tarot is; concerning the manner of laying the cards I shall, of course, speak when dealing with the practical side of the question.

It is probably not generally known that the Tarot owes its origin to that land of Magic—Egypt. If this fact were common property, perhaps more respect would be felt for this ancient form of Divination.

The original Tarot, is generally ascribed to the mysterious Hermes Trismegistus, known to the Egyptians as Thoth. On account of his great learning and magic, it is supposed that the title Trismegistus—thrice-great—was bestowed on him. Writers speak of others bearing the name Hermes, men of mark, but none seem to have in anyway approached the Trismegistus. The latter, to ordinary minds, will appear in the light of a mythical personage, but to the Theosophist he will seem to be of the nature of a Manu—the Manu of the Egyptians in fact, for he seems to have taught the dwellers in Khem, all their arts, philosophy, and sciences. Most authorities seem to agree that it was Trismegistus who originally gave to the world the celebrated "Book of Thoth, the basis of the modern Tarot, though others may have transcribed the book at later periods—as Hargrave Jennings suggests.*

M. Christian, the celebrated French writer and author of that fascinating book, "L'Homme Rouge des Tailleurs," speaking of the origin of the Tarot cards, says: "There existed from time immemorial, in the country of Mizraim, which we call Egypt, among the priests of the town of Moph, altered by the Greeks into Memphis, doubtless for the sake of euphony, a species of book composed of seventy-eight flexible leaves (feuillets), which their author, the Magnus, Hermes-Thoth, had written or rather engraved, on as many golden tablets (lames d'or). The record of Hermes buried under the massive Pyramids, as mystic as their shadows, as silent as the granite that composed them, has left only a name without a date, and a work forgotten.

* "Divine Pymander." Intro.
"Each golden tablet contained a leaf of the hermetic book and had imprinted upon it several numbers and letters; and the significance of these numbers and letters, in their occult correlation with man and objects, constituted an arcane or secret, designated in the graphic and figurative language of the East—under the name—Portal. Between each letter and the number which was correlative to it, the holy artist had traced a combination of symbolical figures based on visible objects in the heavens and earth. There were also depicted the symbols of the twelve constellations of the Zodiac, of the seven planets, the thirty-six rulers (décanes) and the three-hundred and sixty genii who mark the path of the Sun."

"The concatenation of these numbers, letters and hieroglyphs when the golden tablets were arranged round the circumference of a mystic circle, produced a series of ideas which was completed or modified according to certain fixed rules. The arcana unfolded by the tablets produced an infinite number of harmonising or opposing numbers, letters or hieroglyphs, or rather, interpretations of present or future events, which solved more questions than the most active mind could formulate in a century. An idea can be formed of the immense number of questions by calculating that the first twenty-two tablets only, the circle of the alphabet of the Magian priesthood, multiply combinations up to the ineffable number: 1, 177, 321, 905, 343, 428, 940, 313."

There are many other well-known writers who give descriptions of the original Tarot cards of Hermes, but the foregoing extract contains, perhaps, as precise an account of these wonderful tablets, as any.

As already stated, evidence tends to show, that the tablets of Hermes were the foundation of the Modern Tarot. That this is so, there can be no reasonable doubt, but great difficulty is experienced in tracing the different channels along which the various streams originating from the one Hermetic source, flowed. Among writers a large amount of contradiction and divergence of opinion prevails, and the writer of a simple article like the present, which has no pretensions to scholarly merit, is forced to content himself with describing, in general terms, the phases through which the tablets of Thoth passed, without attempting in any way a thorough and masterly handling of the subject. We will take, therefore, some of the more important and marked developments in the history of the ancient Tarot with the view, if not of showing step by step the pedigree of the modern representative, of at least, offering some general information on the subject.

Every student of mysticism has probably read, or at least heard, of the famous Isiac Tablet of Cardinal Bembo. This tablet appears, undoubted, to have some connection with those of the ancient Hermes. Eliphas Lévi, speaking of the latter, refers to them as, "being preserved to our time under the form of the bizarre card game called the Tarot."

* "L'Homme Rouge des Tuileries," "pp. 299, 300."

† "Histoire de la Magie," p. 81.
‡ "The Isiac Tablet," p. 2.

He then states that, the most mystic and complete key to it is to be found in the great work of Father Kircher on Egypt; "and afterwards explains that in this work is the copy of an Isiac Tablet which formerly belonged to the celebrated Cardinal Bembo."

Of the history of this famous tablet but little appears to be known, and the few meagre accounts that are forthcoming are mostly contradictory. The ultimate fate of the tablet appears also to be a question of some uncertainty. Eliphas Lévi says: "The tablet has unfortunately been lost," and Dr. Westcott, F.T.S., the learned Kabbalist, appears to incline to the same belief, as do many other writers. Murray, the celebrated writer of guide books, Dr. Westcott tells us, in his guide book to Northern Italy, states that the Tablet is now exhibited in Turin at the Museum of Egyptian antiquities. As regards the scanty history of the Isiac Tablet Dr. Westcott writes, "This most interesting and mysterious Tablet appears to have been treasured in one of the palaces in Rome at the time when the Constable of Bourbon, in command of an army of the Emperor Charles V. of Germany, over-run Italy and sacked the City, in the year 1527."

It then fell into the hands of a blacksmith or iron-worker who sold it for a large sum of money to Cardinal Bembo. After his death it came into the possession of the Dukes of Mantua, in whose treasure-house it figured as a relic of the past until 1630, when Mantua was plundered and burnt by an army, under one of the generals of the Emperor Ferdinand. It was then once more lost sight of, and indeed many important authors state that it was never seen again, but was probably destroyed by some of the ignorant soldiery, in removing from its surface the silver plate for the purpose of sale." The Bembo Tablet, one feels, is as much enshrined in mystery as its ancestors, the original tablets of Thoth, and we can only hope that the time is not far distant when some more light will be thrown on its antecedents. It would be out of place, in a general article like the present, to give a detailed description of the Tablet above referred to. Dr. Westcott's treatise is a most able one on the subject and will amply repay a careful study.

A few words should now be said concerning the mysterious Bohemians, for it is to them that we apparently owe one form of our modern day Tarot. The Bohemians, or Egyptians as they were called, from the title of their chief the "Duke of Egypt," first appeared in Europe at the beginning of the fifteenth century. They were experts in different kinds of divination and led a wandering, vagabond life. Eliphas Lévi in his "History of Magic" quotes from a chronicler concerning the first arrival of these wanderers in Paris, and affords some valuable informa-
tion. He speaks of a strange book which these Bohemians used to consult and also of cards with mystic figures drawn on them which he adds, "are without doubt the monumental summary of all the revelations of the ancient world—the key of the Egyptian hieroglyphs, the keys of Solomon, the primitive writings of Enoch and Hermes."

The real origin of these Bohemians, it is not our present task to consider, but the fact that their chief took the title "Duke of Egypt" and that they claimed an Egyptian origin is at all events worthy of consideration. Having regard also to the fact that this wandering tribe was well acquainted with various forms of magic and had, moreover, an intimate knowledge of the mysterious Tarot, we may decide for ourselves as to the probability that this card divination of theirs was learned at some time or other in Egypt or from some person or persons who understood Egyptian Magic.

It is, in the highest degree remarkable, how, in following out the history or origin of a branch of Magic like the one now under consideration, one finds evidence of its existence from times quite independent of the last point to which it has been traced. There are gaps between each discovery which it seems impossible to bridge over, and this fact points to the probable existence of a cyclic law which brings, from time to time, a wave of occult thought into the ordinary life of the world, furnishing us with certain landmarks by which we are able in some measure to test the continued existence of the science of Occultism. To fill in the missing pages of occult history is an almost impossible task for the ordinary student. The pressure of materialism and disbelief, at times, compels the custodians of the occult secrets, to dive beneath the surface and lie concealed with their treasures, in order to avoid molestation; and unless some clue is furnished, either by a member of the Occult Fraternity itself, or by the intuition of the student, the unwritten history of Occult Science will furnish nothing of the much desired information.

Another landmark in Tarot history occurs in connection with William Postel, a name which will be familiar to all students of Western Occultism. Postel lived in the sixteenth century and was a man of profound occult knowledge and wide learning. He published a small work entitled CIVIS absconditorum a constitutione Mundii, "The Key of Things kept secret from the Foundation of the World," and claimed therein to have found the true signification of the Tetragram in a hieroglyphic book anterior to the Bible, and which he called the "Genesis of Enoch," doubtless, as it has been suggested, to conceal its real name. It is interesting to note with reference to the mysterious Enoch, the author of the Book of Enoch, called the "Second Messenger of God," that he holds very much the same position as Hermes and is apparently quite as indefinite a personality. Eliphas Lévi says: "The personage of Enoch, is, in short, identical with that of Thot (Hermes) among the Egyptians, with Cadmus, among the Phenicians, and Palamedes among the Greeks."* Murray, speaking of the Book of Enoch, says that in more than one of the books may probably be found the originals of writings ascribed to Hermes or Osiris. Kircher says: "The most ancient Osiris among the Egyptians was Enoch."† Iamblichus, the Neo-Platonist, states that the ancients called all writings of the same nature by the name of Hermes. Whether the book of Enoch antedates the writings of Hermes, or not, or whether they are from one and the same source, will perhaps never be definitely settled, but the evidence forthcoming that they are closely allied is important and quite sufficient to show us that Enoch and Hermes, if distinct beings, were Masnus who taught their races something of Divine Wisdom.

To return, however, to William Postel. This occultist, we have seen, apparently started on a line of research of his own, supporting his theories on the supposed "Genesis of Enoch"—which we may surmise to have been a book of Egyptian hieroglyphics. On the ring of his symbolic key, whose representation Postel gives, as an occult explanation of his singular work, he traces a tetrad thus:

\[
\begin{align*}
T &= OR \\
O &= AR \\
A &= OR \\
R &= OR
\end{align*}
\]

From this we get, by reading from left to right, beginning below, the word ROTA or "Ezekiel's Wheel," by beginning at the top we get the word TARO, while read from right to left (Hebrew fashion) the tetrad gives the sacred word TORA, the name given by the Jews to their holy book. Commenting upon Postel's discovery, Eliphas Lévi says: "Let us compare with this enigma of Postel the profound observations made by Court de Gabelin in the sixth volume of his "Monde Primitif," on a book of the ancient Egyptians, which has come down to our own times under the futile pretext of a game of cards: let us examine the mysterious figures of these cards, of which the first twenty-two are evidently a hieroglyphic alphabet, where symbols are explained by numbers, while the entire game is divided into four tens, each accompanied by four figures with four colours and four different symbols, and we shall have the right to ask if the Tarot of the Bohemians be not the Genesis of Enoch, the Taro, Rota or Tora of William Postel and his initiates, the true Hebrew Kabalists."‡

Before concluding this brief historical portion of my subject, reference should be made to one or two other names that stand out prominently in the history of the Mystery Cards.

---

‡ "La Clef des Grands Mystères,"—pp. 321, 322.
The Attributes are of the nature of love, aversion, and stupefaction. They are adapted to manifestation, activity, and restraint, and they mutually subdue, and support, and produce each other and consort together (for one purpose).

These are called *gunas* (literally, subsidiary or secondary) because they exist for the sake of others (the spirits). The three Attributes will be named in order in the next Kārika. And according to the maxim of presight, common among writers, the "love, &c." of this Kārikā are to be taken in the same order (as "goodness, &c." in the next). Thus then, "prīti" (love) being (a form of pleasure), the attribute of goodness is of the nature of pleasure; "Aprīti" (aversion) being (a form of) pain, the attribute of Passion (Rajas) is of the nature of pain; and, lastly, "Vihāda" being (a form of) stupefaction, the attribute of Darkness is of the nature of stupefaction. The word "ātmā" is inserted in order to guard against the theory that *pleasure* is nothing more than mere negation of pain, and *vice versa*. Pleasure and Pain are not negations of one another; on the contrary, they are entities independent of one another. Thus "aprītyātmā" means one whose existence (not non-existence) consists in love or pleasure, "vihādatmā" and "prītyātmakāḥ" may be similarly explained. The fact of pleasure and pain being entities by themselves and not mere negations of one another, is one of common experience. If they were mere mutual negations, they would be mutually dependent; and thus the non-fulfilment of one would lead to that of the other.

Having thus described the nature of the attributes, the author next lays down their several functions—"They are adapted to manifestation, activity, and restraint." Here too, the three members of the compound are to be construed in the same order as before. Passion (Rajas), in accordance with its active nature, would always and everywhere be urging the buoyant Goodness (Sattwa) to action, if it were not restrained by the heavy (or sluggish) Darkness (Tamas)—by which restrained it operates only at times; thus Darkness (Tamas) becomes a restraining agency.

Having thus laid down their functions, the author lays down the method of their operation—"Mutually subdue and support, and produce one another, and consort together." "Vṛtti" (action) is to be construed with each member of the compound. Now, to explain, "Mutually subduing." The Attributes are so constituted that when one is brought to play, by some external cause, it subdues the other, e.g., Goodness attains to its peaceful state only after having subdued Passion and Darkness. Similarly do Passion and Darkness, in their turn, attain to their respective terrible and stupid conditions after having subdued the other two.
It has been said—"Adapted to manifestation, activity, and restraint." Now it is explained what are those that are adopted, and wherefore are they so?

Karika XIII.

Goodness is considered to be buoyant and illuminating; Passion is exciting and versatile (mobile); Darkness, sluggish and enveloping. Their action, like a lamp, is for a (single) purpose.

The properties of Goodness (Satwa).

Buoyancy—as opposed to heaviness (or sluggishness)—is the property to which the ascension of objects is due; it is to this property that the rising flame of fire is due. In some cases this property also brings about lateral motion, as in the case of air. Thus generally, buoyancy may be said to be that property in the cause, which greatly helps its efficiency to its particular effects; sluggishness on the other hand would only dull the efficiency of the cause. The illuminative character of goodness has already been explained (Kariká XII.)

1892. A Translation of the Sankhya-Tattwa-Kaumudi, &c. 495

Goodness and Darkness being by themselves, inactive, stand in need of a force exciting their causal operation; this force is supplied by Passion, which excites them and rouses them from their natural passivity, and urges them on to the accomplishment of their respective effects. Hence Passion is said to be exciting. This exciting character of Passion is next accounted for—"(it is) also versatile." This also proves the existence of Passion as a particular Attribute, for the sake of action.

Passion, in accordance with its versatility, would keep the triad of attributes in a continued round of activity, but for its being restrained by the "sluggish and enveloping" attribute of Darkness, which thus limits the scope of its actions. Thus in order to be distinguished from the active Passion, Darkness has been said to be the restrainer—"Darkness is sluggish and enveloping." The particle Eva is to be construed—not only with "Darkness"—but with "Goodness" and "Passion" also.

Objection—The Attributes of contradictory natures cannot co-operate.

The enquirer objects: Instead of co-operating for a single purpose, the attributes, being endowed as they are with contradictory properties, would counteract each other, like opposed wrestlers, (and thus there would be no effect emanating from them.)

The author replies—"Like a lamp, their action is for a single purpose." We have all observed how the wick and the oil,—each, by itself, opposed to the action of fire—co-operate, when in contact with fire, for the single purpose of giving light; and the various humours of the body—wind, bile, and phlegm—though possessed of contradictory properties, co-operate for the single purpose of sustaining the body. Exactly in the same manner do the three attributes, though possessed of mutually contradictory properties, co-operate towards a single end—the purpose (emancipation) of the spirit. This will be further explained in Kariká XXXI.

To return to our original subject—Pleasure, pain, and delusion, opposed to one another, lead us to three different causes connotate to themselves respectively, (and as these causes we have postulated the three Attributes).

These causes too must be multiform, since, by their very nature, they are mutually suppressive. As an example of the multiform character of these various causes of pleasure, pain and delusion, we may have the following: A single girl, young, beautiful, high-bred and virtuous, is a source of delight to her husband, because with regard to him she is born with her essence consisting in pleasure. She pities her co-wives, because with regard to them, she is born with her
lead to various causes. Thus the triad of Attributes is established.

Goodness the cause of pleasure; Passion of pain, and Darkness of delusion.

The properties, pleasure, illuminativeness, and buoyancy (the properties belonging to goodness) cannot be similarly said to be mutually opposed, and thus incapable of co-existing in a single Attribute. As a matter of fact, we find them actually co-existing. Hence, being mutually consistent, do not necessitate the assumption of different causes (for each of them severally) as do pleasure, pain, and delusion which are mutually opposed, (and as such unable to co-exist in a single substratum). In the same manner, do pleasure, pain, and delusion which are mutually opposed, (and as such unable to co-exist in a single substratum). In the same manner, do pleasure, pain, and delusion which are mutually opposed, (and as such unable to co-exist in a single substratum).

Granted all this. As regards earth, &c., we actually perceive the properties of indiscreetness, &c., as belonging to them. But the Attributes, Goodness, &c., can never come within the range of perceptible experience. And under such circumstances, how can we attribute to these latter, the properties of indiscreetness, objectivity, &c., (enumerated above)?

To this objection we reply.

**KARIKA XIV.**

Indiscreetness, &c., are proved from the existence of the three Attributes, and from the absence of these (the three Attributes) in the reverse (of indiscreetness, &c., i.e., Purusha). And the existence of the Unmanifested (Nature) too is established on the ground of the properties of the effect (the Manifested) being consequent on those of the cause.

By “avikā” in the Kārika is to be understood “avikātā”, as ‘dvāri’ and ‘ēka’—in “dvākṣaya dvāvikātā naikakrāhā,” [Siddhántakaumudi I—iv—22] —denote ‘dvātā’ and ‘ēkata’ respectively; or else it would be (a) “devikā” (and not “devakāhok”):

(a) For if the compound were analysed into “dvāri” and “ēka,” the sum would be three, and would thus require a plural ending, and not the dual—which is explained ny making “dvāri” and “ēka” stand for “dvātā” and “ēkata” making only two nouns, and thus having a dual ending.
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It being asked—How do you prove these, indiscreetness, &c.?—the reply is:—“From the existence of the three Attributes.” That is to say, we have found in common experience, with regard to the perceptible material existence, that, whatever consists of pleasure, &c., is qualified by indiscreetness, &c. This affirmative reasoning, being explicit enough, is not stated in the Kārika, which only mentions the negative reasoning:—“From the absence of these in the reverse” —that is to say, from the non-existence of the Attributes in the Spirit which is the reverse of indiscreetness, &c. Or again, we may have the Manifested and the Unmanifested (both together) as the subject (minor term) of the syllogism, and then we shall have the reasoning:—“From the existence of the three Attributes”—as a purely negative inference (a) (Avita), there being no other case (besides the minor term) where we could have the agreement of the reason (Middle term—existence of the Attributes).

An objection is again raised—We grant all this; but the existence of the properties—indiscreetness, &c.—cannot be proved before the object possessing these properties (the Unmanifested) has been proved to exist.

To this we reply:—“From being due to the properties of the cause”—the connection may be thus explained: All effects are seen to possess properties similar to those of their respective causes, as the cloth of the threads.

Similarly we must admit that pleasure, &c., being properties of the Intellect (Mahat), &c., must be the outcome of similar properties subsisting in their cause. [And this cause is no other than Nature.] And thus we have proved the existence of Nature, as possessed of the properties of pleasure, pain, and delusion. (a)
I grant all this, says the enquirer; but the followers of Kanáda (the
Vaiseshikas) and Gautama (the Nayáyikas) assert
the production of the Manifested Earth, &c., from the
binary compound downward—from homogeneous
atoms, which too are manifested. The various pro-
properties in the effects are produced in accordance with similar properties
of the primary atoms. (a) And thus finding the production of the Mani-
manifested Entity
from the Manifested, quite explicable, what is the use of postulat-
ing an Unmanifested, an imperceptible Entity (in the form of Nature)?

We reply—

KARIKA XV.

From the finite nature of specific objects, from homogeneity,
from evolution being due to active (causal)
energy, from the separation of cause and
effect, and from the undividedness (re-union) of
the whole universe.

G. J.

(To be continued).

AN EVOCA TION BY SORCERY.

A
RECEN T perusal of some spiritualistic books has attracted my at-
tention to the fact that what is called materialization of spirit
forms, seems to be accompanied by the same phenomenon of atomic con-
cretion or agglomeration as the dabblers in sorcery have been familiar
with from the remotest times in India. Let me make plain my meaning
by quotations from standard books, supplementing them with what I
have myself seen in company with others. Thus, I find in Col. Olcott's
"People from the Other World," p. 127—that "one evening, in March
1872, the Eddy family were sitting about the fire, when an event occurred
that ushered in the series of materializations which culminated in the
public séances now given nightly. William had cut his foot very badly
without warning, the grand-mother's spirit in full materialized form ap-
peared at the threshold, and gave instruction for some salves to be applied
to the wound, and a cooling draught to abate the fever that had set in:
after which she disappeared. Shortly after this, when Delia Eddy was
engaged in reducing some maple sugar over the kitchen fire, the spirit
of a man of short stature suddenly materialized himself, frightening her
so that she dropped a pan of sugar she was carrying." The author cites
many other cases of so-called materialisation, but one will suffice.

I take from A. E. Waite's "Mysteries of Magic," an account of
the evocation of Apollonius of Tyana by Eliphas Lévi. After describing
all the paraphernalia required for the Ritual, he proceeds to say:
"I recommenced the evocations, and placed myself in a circle which
I had already traced between the altar and the tripod; I then saw the
depth of the mirror which was in front of me, but behind the altar,
grow brighter by degrees, and a pale form grew up there, dilating and
seeming to approach more gradually. Closing my eyes, I called three
times on Apollonius, and when I reopened them, a man stood before me
wholly enveloped in a winding sheet, which seemed to me more grey
than white; his form was lean, melancholy, and beardless, which did
not quite recall the picture I had formed to myself of Apollonius. I
experienced a feeling of intense cold, and when I opened my lips to
interrogate the apparition, I found it impossible to utter a sound. I
therefore placed my head on the sign of the Pentagram, and directed
the point of the sword towards the figure, adjuring it mentally by that
sign not to terrify me but to obey me. The form thereupon become
indistinct, and immediately after disappeared. I commanded it
to return, and then felt as it were, an air pass by me, and something
having touched me on the hand which held the sword, the
arm was immediately benumbed as far as the shoulder. Conjec-
turing that the weapon displeased the Spirit, I set it by the point
near me, and within the circle. The human figure at once reap-
peared, but I experienced such a complete enervation in all my limbs,
and such a sudden exhaustion had taken possession of me, that I
made two steps to sit down. I had scarcely done so when I fell into
a deep coma, accompanied by dreams of which only a vague recollec-
tion remained when I recovered myself. My arm continued for several
days benumbed and painful. This figure had not spoken, but it seemed
to me that the questions I was to ask it, had answered themselves in my
mind. To that of the lady, an inner voice replied "Dead" (it concerned
a man of whom she was seeking news). As for myself, I wished to
learn whether reconciliation and forgiveness were possible between two
persons who were in my thoughts, and the same interior echo impiteously
answered "Dead."

It was in the middle of 1883, when I had been to Pullampet, Cudda-
pah District, for the summer vacation, that I had an opportunity of
witnessing a case of spirit materialization. Being then a little sceptical as
to the existence of anything beyond the physical world, a natural result of modern Western education, I challenged an acquaintance of mine to show me one of the spirits, his control over which he so frequently boasted of. He readily accepted my challenge, and fixed a full-moon day for the séance. This news was communicated to my relative, for whom I went to that town, and who was as sceptical as myself. Meanwhile, the sorcerer prepared himself for the séance, by pronouncing a certain mantra 500 times every day for five days, and fasting on the night previous to the evocation of the spirit. The appointed day arrived, and the magician informed us that he would begin after he had a view of the moon. At about 6-10 p.m. the moon appeared on the eastern horizon; and the sorcerer after gazing at her for a few minutes, with the object of deriving from that heavenly body additional strength for such experiments, took us to his house not far from our own.

The street in which he lived, was the busiest part of the little town. The bazaar was in that street, but his house was in the quietest part of it. His house was small, unpretentious, and of only one floor. Here, in India, the house of a middle-class man, cheap as it generally is, has outside the entrance, on both sides raised seats of stone or brick, or pounded clay, sheltered by the house-roof and are, of course, the most ventilated parts of the house. The houses in India save those of the poorest class are always either flat or tile-roofed, and when the pail is covered, it is used in some parts of the country as a waiting or reception place. Our sorcerer’s house was of this description, but for privacy, three bamboo mats were hung from the outer edge, or eaves, of the terrace, along the pillars which support it; while a fourth mat directly opposite the pillars which support it; while a fourth mat directly opposite the door-way was rolled up. To the larger of his two pails we were led, and asked to take our seats, the sorcerer afterwards squatting on another mat on the smaller one. Presently he said, “I shall now begin to evoke the spirit; do not be afraid of it; but be bold. When it comes you will know it by its smell, which will be like that of a decomposing corpse. As soon as it fully appears to you, I shall tell you when to begin speaking with it. You can then speak, and if you like touch it. If you become frightened, take hold of me, and we shall feel it together.” We waited. Presently there came the smell of a corpse being cremated in the burning ground. We turned our attention to the direction from which the smell came, and observed a mist or something like it gradually forming before our very eyes. It thickened and seemed to be rising out of the ground slowly and slowly, it rose higher and higher, expanding at the same time in all directions. In a little while, the whole mass of vapour was reduced to a form not at first recognizable, but by imperceptible degrees slowly becoming more and more substantial.

---

* A charnel-house smell has been experienced by several trustworthy witnesses in the West, during “Spirit materializations,” and recorded by them.
and so attenuated that we could see the bamboos interposing between him, and the street. The process took about 10 minutes, and afterwards for another 10 minutes, there was nothing but the smell of a decomposed corpse.

The sorcerer now began to boast of the various uses he made of this spirit, how he had succeeded in winning the favor of several nobleman and others, besides getting mistresses, how, by using his control over this spirit, he tried to seduce his master’s mistress: and, lastly, how he was deceived by this spirit, and had brought ruin upon himself by acting upon false instructions. But all these relate to his private history, and I do not feel justified in narrating them here.

The Brahmarakshas—such as the one above described is said to be,—play a very important part in Hindu ghost stories. It may be described as a kind of elementary, generally a Brahmin who has become earthbound by committing a sin during the performance of a sacrifice. There are several other kinds of elementaries, such as Pisachas, Prétas, &c., but the Brahmarakshas (literally a rakshasa (demon) that was once a Brahmin) is the most terrible of them, answering very nearly to the description above given. A Brahmarakshas is always a male, and is therefore terrible in appearance, sometimes assuming gigantic forms. Only a very powerfully willed man can subjugate these beings, and they can help a man in danger. No difference can be made between them. There is a Brahmarakshas (literally a rakshasa (demon) that was once a Brahmin) is the most terrible of them, answering very nearly to the description above given. A Brahmarakshas is always a male, and is therefore terrible in appearance, sometimes assuming gigantic forms. Only a very powerfully willed man can subjugate these beings, and they can help a man in danger. No difference can be made between them. They look upon as real; this is the play of a perversed mind; how wonderful is the ignorance of the ignorant! The Valangiman soothsayer is said to be prompted by this Yakshini, and to know.

The sorcerer now began to boast of the various uses he made of this spirit, how he had succeeded in winning the favor of several nobleman and others, besides getting mistresses, how, by using his control over this spirit, he tried to seduce his master’s mistress: and, lastly, how he was deceived by this spirit, and had brought ruin upon himself by acting upon false instructions. But all these relate to his private history, and I do not feel justified in narrating them here.

The Brahmarakshas—such as the one above described is said to be,—play a very important part in Hindu ghost stories. It may be described as a kind of elementary, generally a Brahmin who has become earthbound by committing a sin during the performance of a sacrifice. There are several other kinds of elementaries, such as Pisachas, Prétas, &c., but the Brahmarakshas (literally a rakshasa (demon) that was once a Brahmin) is the most terrible of them, answering very nearly to the description above given. A Brahmarakshas is always a male, and is therefore terrible in appearance, sometimes assuming gigantic forms. Only a very powerfully willed man can subjugate these beings, and they can help a man in danger. No difference can be made between them. They look upon as real; this is the play of a perversed mind; how wonderful is the ignorance of the ignorant! The Valangiman soothsayer is said to be prompted by this Yakshini, and to know.

The sorcerer now began to boast of the various uses he made of this spirit, how he had succeeded in winning the favor of several nobleman and others, besides getting mistresses, how, by using his control over this spirit, he tried to seduce his master’s mistress: and, lastly, how he was deceived by this spirit, and had brought ruin upon himself by acting upon false instructions. But all these relate to his private history, and I do not feel justified in narrating them here.

S. E. GOPALACHARLU.

* I shall not aid would-be sorcerers by giving the name of the book. Editor—

THEOSOPHIST.

Note.—The well established reputation of Mr. Gopalacharlu as one of the most erudite Brahmins of Southern India, and Recording Secretary of the Theosophical Society, will cause the above narrative of his personal experience to have great weight among the Indian readers of this Magazine.

H. S. O.
14. The most important sentence or expression (Thathvamasi) here below explained, is dwelt upon at a great length in the 6th Prapataka (chapter) of Chhāndogya-Upanishad.

15. The meaning of the second word (tvam) in the aforesaid expression is (Prayagādīna), which is known as 'I'.

16. The meaning of (Tat) is the sublime Brahman who is typified by natural blissfulness; this Brahman is said to be the (Paratma)—the highest Atma.

17. The all-knowing and truth-telling Sruti often imports that, (Asī) means the oneness and inseparability of the two—(tat) and (tvam).

18. What is taught by Srutis will not be attended to (literally 'loved') by men owing to their ignorance. Hence, by their own folly, they, like blind men, fall into the ocean of Sansāra (worldly life).

19. When an Astrologer says that a certain day is the 8th, 9th or 14th day (in a fortnight) they observe such days most rigidly; but, behold, how wonderful it is that they will never like the saying of Sruti 'that thou art (literally,—becomest) Brahma.'

20. The wicked cannot understand the real meaning of the Vedas. He understands a contrary and unreal meaning; and the result follows such meaning alone.

21. I shall now tell you some pertinent thing; listen to it with an eager desire for Moksha. Sravana (i.e., attentive listening), &c., based on such a desire, is most effective.

22. The One Brahman, when enveloped by pure Satya, attains Isvara; and, when enveloped by impurity attains Jivatma.

23. Just as by his imperial power an emperor is superior to his servant, so by his envelope Isvara is superior to Jiva.

24. The bondage of Sansāra takes its rise from ignorance, is nourished by—actions, (mental or physical), and is the source of much sorrow and misery. An earnest seeker of Moksha can never be released from such bondage by countless actions, but by an initiation into the—Truth.

25. The knowledge of Truth will arise only by a deep inquiry into the nature of things with the help of Sruti and Smriti, and of Buddhī, and not by ablation, Mantra, worship, singing hymns, &c.

26. The shudder and fear resulting from mistaking a rope for a serpent will never be removed by numberless ablutions, but by knowing the true nature of the thing,—i.e., knowing the rope as a rope and not as a serpent.

27. As mire cannot wash off mire, so Sansāra—breeding Karma (actions) cannot destroy Sansāra.

28. Without the all-pervading Brahma's grace, there can be no knowledge of Brahma; and without the knowledge of Brahma, Muktī—salvation—cannot be acquired by doing (physical) actions even for countless aeons of Brahma,* one of the order of the Hindu Trinity.

29. By an intelligent investigation, the enquirer rejects the notion of non-Brahmic nature of self, and then holds to the firm faith of the Brahmic nature of self.

30. The misconception of things will be removed by their true knowledge; this true knowledge results from investigation and inquiry alone, and from nothing else.

31. Therefore, the bold man should give up Karma and set about inquiry to know the oneness of Brahma and self; by which knowledge Sansāra subsides.

32. The meanings of the two mystical words (tat) and (tvam) are worth deeply enquiring into by the seeker of salvation; and the rise of the knowledge of the meaning of those words is the fire that burns well the bonds of Sansāra.

33. He who, by enquiring into the meanings of the two mystical words (tat) and (tvam) and by realizing in himself his identity with Brahma, destroys the idea of self-will, he alone attains the heavenly happiness,—in other words he enjoys heaven upon earth.

34. Let the teaching of Jivatatva—the mystery of Jiva—now to be imparted by me, be heard by you; by which knowledge Sansāra will be eradicated completely.

35. He who, though knowing as an eye-witness the seat of the works of all senses (viz., the body), and of the different actions of Prāna, (life) Buddhī, and senses; yet always dwells in this body under the mask of self or I;—he is the great Prayagādīna also known as Jivatma. In himself, without the mask, he is pure Gnyānasvarupī or the personification of Chit—Gnyāna.

36. By whose grace the Akasa, &c., (i.e., the five primary elements—air, earth, &c.) in themselves mutable and transient, become immutable and eternal, and through whose splendour the Sun and other luminaries always shine, such a being (Pratyak)—is Gnyānasvarupī.

37. By whose grace the Vedas and Sāstras become an authority to one who has not the slightest scent of Sruti, he is the all-seeing Pratyak.

38. He who, as an unconcerned spectator, views the whole vista of the mind in its diverse bearings through the senses upon sensations, is immutable, and he is called Vivekī, and he is free from the conditions of (Sadasat)—the real and unreal.

* One of the order of the Hindu Trinity.
39. By whose glorious grace the powerless **Buddhi**, &c., gain power, and who is all-permeating and is untypified by anything, him, O learned man, him understand to be that **Pratyagátma**.

40. He is known as **Atma** who is recognised here by **Buddhi**, &c., always as the cause of Evolution, (Existence), and Involution.

41—42. The powerless **Ahankára**, by screening or overshadowing **Atma**, as a cloud does the sun, assumes the qualities of Chetanatva (Power.) Bhottriteva (Understanding), Sarvagnyatva (Omniscience), and Nityatva, (ever-existing); and it then performs Agnynic actions. Know this **Ahankára** with the said actions, as **Pratyak** (i.e., **Jiva**) alone.

43. Know that this **Pratyak** will not be understood by the ignorant as **Atma**. The dream-world does not shine with the help of either the Sun, the Fire, or the Eyes. But everything shines with the splendour of **Pratyak** (i.e., **Atma**) alone. Therefore, **Chidātma** is self-refulgent, self-shining.

44. This **Chidātma**, veiled by the **Upadhi** (i.e., cover) of **Buddhi** shines in sleep. He can be known only by good **Mumukshus** (heaven-hunters.)

45. He stands apart from **Buddhi**, and shines independently of it; and this residual **Atma** is holy and of pure **Bodhavsarupa** (embodiment of intelligence.)

46. The sweetness in cakes is due to the presence of sugar in them. Take off sweetness, and what remains is flour, and never sugar.

47. So also here. That which is pure and brilliant is **Pratyak** (**Atma**). But that which is rendered shining is the action of **Buddhi** and not **Atma** who is self-shining.

48. When **Upadhi** subsides in sleep, the remaining pure **Bodhasvarupa** shines by the form of self-bliss as **Pratyak** (**Atma**). But that which is rendered shining is the action of **Buddhi** and not **Atma** who is self-shining.

49. Revolve that thou art he who is a mere spectator in sleep, what is the difference between the two persons?

50. He who looks upon his body as **Atma** is a fool. If a learned man also follows the view of the fool, what is the difference between the two persons?

51. This filthy body is the object of praise and blame, from both of which the formless and changeless **Atma** is free.

52. Knowing **Atma** as not characterised by anything, pure, pacific, and chiddanandam [combination of Chit (Guyana-knowledge) and **Ananda** (bliss)], confound Him not with the body which is the seat of flesh; grey-and-white matter, dirt, and urine.

53. Know that it is sheer **Agnyána** (i.e., ignorance that shows diversity in unity,—**Atma**.) And know also that it is ignorance to know that body is the cause of **Atma**.
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54. The actionless and self-shining **Pratyagátma**, sheathed by this body, though not a **Sansári** really, yet shows himself as a **Sansári**.

55. **Karma** is the sum-total of cause and effect. Such a **Karma** **Atma** has not. Not knowing this fact, the ignorant think that “I am the doer,” (while ‘I’ is **Atma**.)

56. Assuming the agency of **Karma** done by others (i.e., **Indriyas** or senses), the men of untrained mind sink in the ocean of **Sansára**.

57. He who sees in the **Karmaless** (i.e., actionless), **Atma** the agency of actions done by **Anátmás,**—he alone is the most ignorant person; and not a **Gopa** (i.e., one that watches cattle while grazing, or one that guards cattle), nor even a child.

58. He, who grieves by attributing the doings of **Anátmic** Deha (Body), **Indriya** (Passion), **Prána** (Vitality), **Manas** (Mind), **Aham** (Ahan-kara, i.e., Vanity), &c., to the actionless and pure **Bodhavsarupic** self-**Atma,**—he is a fool.

59. As mind by its uncontrolled strong antecedent attachments, renders the imperceptible (to the senses) world perceptible in a dream; so also by its own inherent power mind creates everything for the man in the waking condition.

60. Mind alone creates the whole world; and not **Vidhi** (**Brahma**—creative faculty) in this case. The objects of dream are dream-like: and it will not be seen that (the universe) was created by **Brahma**.

61. Creating by the same peculiar power the shape, name, and caste or kind, **Chiththa** (i.e., mind) lures even a **Brahmagnyane.**

62. **Sansára** is created by mind. In reality there is no such thing as **Sansára**. For, in sleep, when there is no mind, it (the **Sansára**) will not be seen.

63. Wherever there is (extends) mind, there are the three **lokas** (i.e., the upper, the lower, and the middle regions of the universe)—the whole universe; and wherever there is no mind, there is nothing whatever.

64. Lo! The view of everything as **Brahma** is always like the cloud of ambrosia; and it always rains bliss everywhere.

65. Mind is the source of all evils to man. (Cf. Pandora’s box of evils in the Grecian Mythology). That mind should be curbed and controlled by him who is anxious to be free from bonds of evil.

66. **Sankalpa** (Resolution), **Vikalpa** (Forsaking it), **Kama** (Desire or Love), and **Krodha** (Hatred). Fear and sorrow, are the attributes of mind alone, and not of the spectators like **Chidátmā** (**Brahma**).

67. **Akhinalinga** (i.e., Sukhmadeha) is full of **Gyanic** actions, is within the **Suklakadeha,** is typified by **Vignyanam,** is the first manifestation of the invisible entity, is the nucleus to which adhere the attachments of endless **Sansára,** and is the origin of the three **Gunas** (Sateva, **Béjasa,** and **Tánasa**).
68. By its close proximity to, and by resembling the glow of, Chidatma, it (i.e. Athmalinga) attains much splendour. As crystal beads in the sunshine, it shines like Chidatma.

69. Ahankara, who is known by Vignana Sabda (i.e., the word Vignana = knowledge) is full of actions, is symbolised by agency, is the bearer of all Sanstra, and a great personage.

70. He who always loves the body as I and mine, is known by the name of Jiva: he is the agent and the subject, the happy as well as the miserable being.

71. He does virtuous and vicious actions; in enjoying their consequences he himself both rejoices and suffers accordingly; and when the gunas, satva, &c., predominate, he alone will attain the conditions of waking, dreaming, &c.

(The To be continued.)

THE OCCULT SCIENCES.*

Mr. Waite gives us in this volume an admirable compendium of his own works and those of other authors, upon the several branches of that department of experimental research known as Occult Science. His style of writing is classical and synthetic, his ideas clearly expressed, and his claims of Hermetic philosophy to the consideration of serious thinkers in exalted intellectual system, or of a sublime and legitimate aspiration. We are more clearly than that. The experimental basis of occult philosophy and metaphysics is the sound argument which runs throughout the book. Upon that postulate we may invite the world's attention without the risk of posing as credulous theorists. If there be fact beneath Astrology, Divination, Magic and Sorcery, as there is beneath Modern Spiritualism and Eastern Psychology, then the several superstructures which have been erected over them may be discussed as calmly and fairly as any other branch of human research, without loss of self-respect, and without being forced to subscribe to the puerile theory of supernaturalism.

Mr. Waite's chapters are all good, especially his concluding one, on Theosophy. Our modern presentation of the subject, he says, "reduces the pretensions of the Western mystics within measurable dimensions; while it affirms the solidity of their psychic knowledge, it defines its limitations, and it claims to be in possession of the two keys—philosophical and practical—which give entrance into the secluded sanctuary of universal mysticism. The keys have been obtained from the East, to which in things psychic, as in things physical, we are told that we must turn for light. Ex Oriente Lux."

Many recent occult publications are interesting only as glimpses of the present drift of the Western mind; Mr. Waite's is valuable as a book of reference wherein, in a series of nutshells, so to say, has been concentrated the essence of many thick volumes.

H. S. O.
Lucifer.—In the March number of *Lucifer* the editor adopts a system now very much in vogue, namely, that of substituting in the place of the editorial a number of paragraphs relating to different events and subjects of interest. “On the Watch-Tower” is the title under which the *Lucifer* paragraphs are to be collected and the gaze of the Watch-Tower sentinel rests this month particularly on the retiring President. Every Theosophist must feel in his heart the re-echo of the following words:—“... Theosophists all the world over, will join in sending cordial good wishes in his retirement...” Theosophists... 

The ripple of activity started by the two ever-active “Members of the Kumbakonam T.S.” has extended to the pages of *Lucifer*, and we notice with much pleasure this month the commencement of a translation of “Vasu-devamanam:” or “The Meditation of Vasudeva.” To those who already have some acquaintance with the Adwaita philosophy, the article “The World Soul” shows much careful thought and research and its first instalment entitles us to look forward with interest to a further development of the subject. Dr. Coryn’s paper on “The Eternal Cell” should be extremely interesting to those interested in the problems of Natural Selection and the theories of Weismann. The ripple of activity started by the two ever-active “Members of the Kumbakonam T.S.” has extended to the pages of *Lucifer*, and we notice with much pleasure this month the commencement of a translation of “Vasu-devamanam:” or “The Meditation of Vasudeva.” 

The Path.—The present number of the *Path*, (March,) concludes the sixth volume and the Editor in a few touching words speaks of the six years that have gone and the changes in the Society since the *Path* first entered on its mission. There is a more Oriental flavour than usual, namely, that of substituting in the place of the editorial a number of paragraphs relating to different events and subjects of interest. “On the Watch-Tower” is the title under which the *Lucifer* paragraphs are to be collected and the gaze of the Watch-Tower sentinel rests this month particularly on the retiring President. Every Theosophist must feel in his heart the re-echo of the following words:—“... Theosophists all the world over, will join in sending cordial good wishes in his retirement...” Theosophists... 

Pauses:—Judging from the reports which we frequently hear “Pauses” is doing a most useful work in India, a work, which perhaps none of our larger magazines could accomplish. The April number is a useful one, not so much on account of its high intellectual merit, but because the articles chosen are short, and suitable for those whose acquaintance with Theosophy is not very deep. We must, however, re-echo the words of the reviewer in a recent number of *Lucifer*:—“We should like to see those snakes off the cover.”

Correspondence.

Theosophy in Western Lands.

London, March 1892.

It is now definitely settled that our brother, G. R. S. Mead, attends the forthcoming American Convention at Chicago, charged with full power to act as our delegate; every one will feel glad that he has consented to represent us on that occasion, not only on account of his peculiar fitness for the office, but also because—he likes most of the hard-worked members at Headquarters—the strain of continuous work, without any adequate rest—is beginning to tell upon him. So we hope that the trip may benefit him in health; in addition to affording our American brothers and sisters, and the General Secretary of the newly-formed European Section, the opportunity of becoming mutually acquainted. He sails for New York on the 6th proximo.
The exceedingly onerous duties of Secretary to the Blavatsky Lodge are, during her sister’s absence, being discharged by Miss Cooper, who has a room at Head-quarters, where she often stays for days at a time. Our brother, Herbert Burrows, has now permanently taken up his residence at 19, Avenue Road; a great gain to all concerned.

The little staff at Duke Street has recently been reinforced by the addition of Mr. Richard Hill, a most earnest Theosophist, who has now determined to devote his life wholly to the cause. Giving up his business, he enters the office as book-keeper; which will, it is hoped, make somewhat lighter the heavy work until now performed entirely by the Countess Wachtmeister and her faithful co-adjutor, Mr. John Watkins.

The erstwhile Debating Club, which used to hold its meetings at Lansdowne Road when our revered Teacher was still with us (often in her presence, much to the confusion of new and nervous members), has reincarnated as “The Theosophical Discussion Club,” which meets every Friday evening at 8-30, in what used to be the British Section Room, but is now the Theosophical Reading Room. “Members of the T.S. and their friends are invited,” it runs, “to attend and take part. Compulsory speaking is not insisted on.” A list of the discussions now being held has just been issued by the Secretary, Mr. Percy Bullock; these range from “Hermetic Philosophy” to “Electricity and Occultism” and “Modern Philanthropy.”

The successor of Mr. Richard Hill is a Miss Besant, who has already quoted further states that the Society—under its present name—was formed in October 1891, “for the purpose of gaining knowledge on Theosophical and kindred subjects, while enabling its members to acquire facility of expression by affording them speaking practice.” That is every good wish may attend so worthy an object will, I think, be the fervent wish of all who deplore the comparatively small number of really good speakers of whom the T.S. in England can boast.

Mrs. Besant has recently attracted the notice of no less a person than the Bishop of London. It seems that an unusually broad-minded and enterprising Vicar, the Rev. H. L. Cart (of St. Luke’s, New Kentish Town), had contemplated a somewhat daring parochial experiment in the shape of a lecture from Mrs. Besant to the members of his flock on Theosophy—presumably as a Lenten penance! This roused the utmost indignation among the said flock, and so numerous were the complaints, &c., that the Bishop of London finally interfered, and prohibited the lecture. This “rejected address” is, however, to be given at the Athenæum, Camden, on April 4th! care being taken to announce in the bill that it is the self-same lecture “the delivery of which was prevented by the interference of the Bishop of London.” Mrs. Besant’s lectures, by the way, have been unusually successful lately; on the

Good accounts of Mrs. Cooper-Oakley reach us, and she is expected home about the end of next month. That she has not been idle during her enforced absence is already becoming very evident—even had we received no news from her personally—for already visitors have appeared at Head-quarters asking about her. Our sister on board the S.S. Chimborazo, who owe their newly-awakened interest in Theosophy entirely to chats with our sister on board the S.S. Chimborazo.

The Theosophist recently devoted nearly two columns to a very fair and considerate review of a book—considering the point of view—impartial notice of Mrs. Besant’s “Seven Principles of Man” and H. P. B.’s lately published “Glossary.” The review actually admits that “in its fundamental principle Theosophy is at one with the highest form of modern Philosophy”! This, although to the Oriental mystic it might appear as faint praise, is yet a great advance in intelligent criticism of our tenets; especially coming from a reviewer for a great London daily. I have, naturally, selected quite the most favourable sentence from the review! But let us be thankful for even these small mercies; remembering always that when the average Western does not understand any entirely new idea presented to his notice, he almost invariably cries:—”hummub”—“impossible”—”can it be done?”—or some other formula expressive of extreme incredulity, seen from this standpoint the review I speak of is entirely moderate and even commedatory.

The same paper, in its issue of the 5th instant, gives a really appreciative and broad-minded account of Colonel Olcott’s labours in the cause of Buddhism. The article in the Theosophist for January (“A United Buddhist World”) is quoted, and the “Fourteen Fundamental Beliefs of Buddhism” are referred to; and then the notice continues:—

“These fundamental beliefs form, in fact, the constitution of what The Theos­phist calls ‘A United Buddhist World’ and to have accomplished the fact cor­responding to this title is amongst the greatest, as it is amongst the latest, of the achievements of Colonel Olcott in his administrative capacity as President of the Theosophical Society. Colonel Olcott indeed would seem to possess some secret of conciliation which might make him an object of envy to the promoters of organi­sations hitherto so comparatively restless as the Home Reunion Society or the Association for Promoting the Unity of Christendom. For, at last, thanks chiefly to the success attending the charitable diplomacy—the strenuous efforts and the waving of the olive branch of Colonel Olcott—it has been found possible to offer to the public a platform of belief which has been officially accepted by the religious leaders of Buddhism, in Barnali, &c., &c.

And so on. It would thus almost seem that it is really beginning to dawn upon the Western journalistic world, what a work has been, and is being accomplished in the East, by our retiring President.

It is exceedingly curious to note how the idea of Reincarnation is gradually creeping into what may be called theological literature; the authors, in every case, claiming the tenet as a Christian one; e.g., in a book called “From Death to the Judgment Day,” recently published, the author, a Mr. Gerald D’Arcy, makes quite an elaborate defence of Reincarnation entirely from a Christian standpoint, claiming that the teaching is to be found in the Christian Scriptures. Mr. D’Arcy does not compromise his position as a devout Christian by giving the theory he puts forward its true name, preferring to call it the doctrine of Regeneration. But what matters the name, when the ideas are identical.
Another instance of the above is found in an article by Charles Schroder which appears in the current number of the Arena. The article is called “Christianity and Buddhism,” and while fully acknowledging the theory of Reincarnation to be an essential part of the teachings of Buddhism, it is at the same time claimed for Christianity. “Reincarnation,” says Mr. Schroder, “being based on Eternal Justice is consequently (!) a vital principle of the Christian religion.” The “consequently” seems, to me most inconsequent, and of no value whatever. On the contrary, the idea of Eternal Justice is completely stultified by the very fundamental concepts of Christianity.

The same number of the Arena also contains two other articles, one of which is especially interesting to all true Theosophists, at the present time; and the other noteworthy principally on account of the testimony it contains to the reality of psychic phenomena. Though really, with Mr. Stead and his ghosts on the one hand, and the perfect plethora of tales based on such phenomena, which are now appearing, it seems scarcely necessary to go far afield in search of confirmatory evidence.

To return to the Arena articles, however; the former of the two is a very concise and able refutation, from the pen of our brother, W. Q. Judge, of the article by Mr. Moncure D. Conway which appeared in the October number of this Review, and which was a rather pointless and palpably biased attack on H. P. B. Mr. Judge meets statements fairly and squarely, proving conclusively how exaggerated and even untrue are most of them, and concludes by recapitulating the evidence—quoted by Mrs. Besant (in Time for March 1891)—which proves that the whole “Coulomb affair” was a plot, instigated by our amiable friends, the Christian Missionaries. Sooner or later the S. P. R. must meet this damnable evidence.

The second article of which I spoke is a very readable account of certain psychic phenomena personally known to, or experienced by the writer—the Rev. M. T. Savage. Mr. Savage very rightly objects to the term supernatural, and prefers to describe such phenomena as supernormal. In the course of his narrative he relates how a world-famous man, Church of England clergyman and scientist in one, said to me one day, “I do not talk about my psychic experiences and knowledge with anybody. I used to think all who had anything to do with these things were fools; and I do not enjoy being called a fool.” Which only goes to prove that it is nothing but the fear of being laughed at, so inherent in our so-called civilized Western society, which keeps untold numbers of people silent, who could—“an’ if they would”—add their testimony to the reality of these supernormal occurrences.

Father Clarke, the Editor of the Month, has at last revealed himself in his true colours as a Jesuit priest, and true son of the Holy Roman Church; for the editor-in-chief of his magazine contains his third and concluding article, to which he gives the somewhat ominous title, “The true character of Theosophy,” and in which Theosophy, Theosophists, and all their works are of course—as I foresaw they would be—attributed to diabolical agency! There was absolutely no escape from the position which Father Clarke here takes up. Having admitted the genuineness of the phenomena, and much more beside, he must logically either bless us wholly or consign us, bag and baggage, to the devil—needless to say the latter is the course adopted by our opponent.
Universal Brotherhood and the pretence of a superior knowledge of Nature's secret laws." And so on for a few paragraphs in which the words dangerous, detestable, hatred, abhorrence, devilry, plausible, delusive, occur with almost monotonous frequency, and which somehow seem to fall short of the mark. Father Clarke, indeed, came out to curse; but, behold, he has remained—if not exactly to bless, at best to find his curses so long delayed as to altogether fail in their intention of overthrowing the effect of his previous “blessings.”

As an evidence of the penetration of ideas connected with Theosophy into every class and style of literature, I may tell you that a recent number of the Strand magazine contained a really clever little skit upon precipitation and materialisation; and that there shall be no mistake as to the source from whence the author draws his ideas (naturally these are more than a trifle hazy) he carefully drags in Mrs. Besant’s name, and H. P. B.’s as well, simply giving it as the familiar “H. P. B.” not even as Madame Blavatsky!

Palaeolithic discoveries seem to be the order of the day in the special department of the scientific world; the most recent and remarkable appear to have been in the red quarry at Mentone, often called “Les Rochers Rouges,” and which is close to the frontier line near Mentone. Penetration into the rocky cliff opened the entrance to a grotto—a subterranean chamber entirely encumbered with soft earth (I abridge from an account in the Daily Graphic). Under the rubble and soil of the cave lay three skeletons, of which the largest was of enormous size, while all three were abnormal. Measurements of the largest skeleton gave from heel to shoulder blade 6 ft. 5 in. with limbs of proportionate dimensions. I see, too, from Science Siftings, that some equally remarkable finds of fossil remains are just now being made in America. A new reptile having been found in Wyoming stated to be 60 feet long, standing 15 feet high when alive, and weighing 20 tons! All which goes to vindicate H. P. B.’s assertion that discoveries of this and other descriptions would rapidly multiply as the century neared its close.

Mr. Sinnett’s long-awaited book on Mesmerism is just out. I have only glanced through it, but when I tell you that the contents of some of the chapters are as follows:—Nature of the Mesmeric force:—Real literature of Mesmerism:—Curative Mesmerism:—The Nature of Sensitiveness:—Clairvoyance:—Mesmeric Practice:—you may gather that the book will prove a valuable addition, not only to our distinctively Theosophical literature, but also to that of the world at large.

A. L. C.

THE VISUDDHI MARGA.

London, 10th March 1892.

Sir,

With reference to the interesting article in your issue for February (just received here) on Buddhaghosa’s great work the “Visuddhi Marga” or “Path of Purity”, it may interest your readers to learn that the Pali Text Society has already undertaken the publication of the whole work in the original Pali. The work will be edited by Professor Lanman, and his pupil Mr. Henry C. Warren, whose names are a guarantee of the careful scholarship that will be brought to the task. As soon as the text is thus edited, the Society hopes also to bring out a complete translation into English.

I am,

faithfully yours,

T. W. Rhys Davids

(Chairman of the Pali Text Society.)

THE FEMALE EDUCATIONAL WORK IN CEYLON.

As your readers are aware, I arrived in this Emerald Isle four months and a half ago, and I feel sure that my brother and sister Theosophists will like to know something about the progress of my work in the East.

Nothing seemed strange to me here; the people as well as my surroundings seemed so familiar that I caught myself thinking a good many times: “Surely I have been here before!” Only lately, one of my teachers exclaimed, when we were out on a ‘begging expedition,’ among some of our poorer Sinhalese people, “Well, I declare, Mrs. Higgins, you seem to feel more at home among my own people than I.” Yes, indeed, I feel quite happy in this beautiful Island, and I am glad that it was the spirit of Theosophy that brought me here, to love my little girls and work for them. My first walk round the school rooms and premises revealed a pretty confused state of affairs, owing to the lack of enough experienced workers, and I found that it was only because of the exertions of my dear Assistant Teacher, Miss L. Roberts, an experienced Sinhalese young lady, that the work had been kept up at all; but not forgetting the invaluable assistance rendered from the very first and all throughout, by Mr. Peter de Abrew, one of the founders of the school.

I at once tried to secure the services of some more teachers and, as I did not want any but Buddhistic young ladies, I had to be satisfied with inexperienced ones. I examined all the girls, formed new classes, and set to work with Miss Roberts to frame time-tables. A pretty hard work, indeed! Now, full activity began in all directions: I taught the infant class, as well as the higher ones, because I had to teach my young instructresses how to teach a class. The number of pupils at first was fifty; it has now increased to seventy. Daily, new ones are coming to fill up the infant class. I have introduced object lessons, English conversation lessons, drawing, singing and systematic needlework; and after my four months’ teaching and supervision, I find great improvement all around; a fact which was endorsed by the Government School Inspectors in a recent visit made by them. The children take an interest in their lessons, and their faces especially brighten up when I march them to the music room. I wish my readers could hear them sing, with sparkling eyes, “Glory to Buddha” the first English Buddhist hymn sung in a girls’ school in Ceylon.
They also sing prettily home English songs from the American "First Music Reader."

Two well-known American lady doctors, Mrs. Stockham and Mrs. Ryder, and Mrs. Wesley Smead, of New York City, who were my guests lately, expressed their delight in what they saw in the Sanghamitta Girls' School.

Besides my day school, I have eight boarders, residing with me in the house. I have introduced Western discipline all round, but it was quite hard at first to make my little girls understand the necessity of obeying the sound of the big bell, calling them at six o'clock in the morning to rise, and at other times to work or play.

In order to keep up an Institution of this kind, it requires a considerable amount of money; the rent alone of the school building being Rs. 50. The school fees do not yet cover the rent, the boarding fees do not cover the household expenses, and the teachers have to be paid as well as the servants. Now how do we get the money for these expenses? Thanks to the generosity of our English, Australian and American brothers and sisters, we have been able to keep up this Institution so far, with the help received from some local friends of the cause. Our small band of workers try their best to interest the Buddhist public in this school and bring home to them the value of education to help, as much as they can, till the school is self-supporting, so that the girls of Ceylon can have a chance to be educated in a school where they are not forced to hate their ancestral belief.

Though I came here not only to be the Lady Principal of the Sanghamitta School, but also to supervise and found other girls' schools, it has been impossible for me to leave Colombo, except on one occasion, when I addressed a large gathering at Panadure, a seaside village, where there is a branch of the W. E. S. As soon as time permits, I shall take active measures to further Women's Education in the outlying villages.

SANGHAMITTA GIRLS' SCHOOL,
MARADANA, COLOMBO, CEYLON,
April 4, 1892.

MARI MUSEUS HIGGINS, P.T.S.

THE THEOSOPHIST.

THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY,
President's Office,
Adyar, 17th April 1892.

EXECUTIVE ORDERS.

WHITE LOTUS DAY.

In her last Will, H. P. Blavatsky expressed the wish that yearly, on the anniversary of her death, some of her friends "should assemble at the Head-quarters of the Theosophical Society and read a chapter of "The Light of Asia" and extracts from "Bhagavat Gita"; and, since it is meet that her surviving colleagues should keep green the memory of her services to humanity and her devoted love for our Society, the undersigned suggests that the anniversary be known among us as White Lotus Day, and makes the following official order and recommendation:—

1. At noon, on 8th May, 1892, and on the same day in each succeeding year, there will be held a commemorative meeting at the Head-quarters, at which extracts from the before-mentioned works will be read and brief addresses made by the Chairman of the meeting and others who may volunteer.

2. A dole of food will be given in her name to the poor fishermen of Adyar and their families.

3. The flag will be half-masted from sunrise until sunset and the Convention Hall decorated with White Lotus flowers.

4. Members living outside Madras can arrange for their food by applying to the Recording Secretary at least one week in advance.

5. The undersigned recommends to all Sections and Branches throughout the world to meet annually on the anniversary day, and, in some simple, unsectarian, yet dignified way, avoiding all slavish adulation and empty compliments, express the general feeling of loving regard for her who brought us the chart of the climbing Path which leads to the summits of Knowledge.

H. S. OLcott, P.T.S.

THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY,
President's Office,
Adyar, 27th April 1892.

THE PRESIDENT'S RETIREMENT.

The legal advisers of the Society, in India and elsewhere, having reported that my relinquishment of official status before the Adyar Trust Deced is finally settled, the Australian legacy affair judicially arranged, and Mr. Judge released from his General Secretaryship by the American Section and made free to take over the Presidential duties, would be highly injurious to the Society's interests; and the Chicago Convention having caused Mr. Judge to cable me to that effect; and Mr. Mead concurring; and Mr. B. Keightley and some of our most influential Indian Councillors having written me in like terms; it is evident that I must once more postpone—if only for a few months—my long desired retirement, so far as the actual severing of my official tie with the Society is concerned. The T.S., not being a legal entity, its property interest
have of necessity been vested in me, and my signature, in both my personal and representative capacities, is needed to validate their transfer to a Board or Boards of Trustees; while, as regards the Australian estate bequeathed to me, no settlement can be made by a third party and, possibly, none even by myself without another visit to Queensland. For me to consult only my own wishes and break my official tie regardless of the evil effects that would fall the Society, would be an act of selfishness such as I cannot even think of for a moment.

Notice is therefore given that, without again vainly trying to fix an actual date for my vacating office, I shall do my utmost to hasten the completion of all legal business, so that I may hand over everything to Mr. Judge, my old friend, colleague and accepted successor.

Meanwhile, to protect the Society from the possibility of loss or trouble in case of my sudden death, I have executed a Will bequeathing all property whatsoever, whether real or personal, standing in my name or legally mine, including Head-quarters, the Permanent Fund and other Funds, the Theosophist, its goodwill, stock in hand, book accounts, cash, etc., my Ooty cottage and plot of land, furniture, books, clothing, etc., to the Society.

H. S. Olcott, P.T.S.

T.S. FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

The undersigned begs to acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the following sums since the date of his last acknowledgment:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LIBRARY FUND</th>
<th>Rs.</th>
<th>A. P.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Surya Row Naidu (Masulipatam) for July 1891</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A gift from Kutch</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. C. Saubhia (Mylapore)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HEAD-QUARTERS FUND</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. J. Sinclair Auckland Diploma and Charter Fees £ 4-10-0=67</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorath Branch T.S.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. C. Sambiah (Mylapore)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thro' Gen. Secy., European Section, Diploma Fees of 120 members @ 2s. 6d. each =£15</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From the Proprietors of the Theosophist, as a gift for paving the Convention Hall</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANNIVERSARY FUND</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Each £ 1 8 0</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do. of 24 members of the Adelaide T.S. @ 2s. each</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H. P. B. MEMORIAL FUND</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. N. Corajee (Bombay)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. N. Corajee (do)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. D. Sethna (do)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. M. Shroff (do)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COL. OLCCOTT'S PENSION FUND</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. B. E. Unwalla (Bombay)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jehangir Sorabji (Hyderabad)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. M. Desal (Bombay)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anantmar Nathjee Mehta (Kundla)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramswar Prasad</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramesh Prasad</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

S. E. GOPALACHARI
Treasurer T.S.

23rd April 1892.

AMERICAN SECTION.

General Secretary's Office,
New York, March 9th, 1892.

All letters for the General Secretary, American Section, the Editor of the Path and the Editor of the Forum should hereafter be addressed to 144 Madison Avenue, New York City, that being our Head-quarters. After May 1st no letters should be sent to Box 2659, or to 123 Nassau St.

William Q. Judge, Gen. Sec.


to the Rec. Secy., Theosophical Society, Adyar, Madras, India.

Dear Sir & Brother:

On March 2nd there was issued from this office a Charter to a new Branch to be known as the Atma T.S., located in New Haven, Conn. The Branch has nine Chartered members, and is the 61st on the American roll.

Yours fraternally,

William Q. Judge,
Gen. Sec., Amn. Sec., T.S.

PACIFIC COAST COMMITTEE FOR THEOSOPHIC WORK.

The Pacific Coast Committee for theosophic work has appointed Dr. Allen Griffiths, F.T.S., Lecturer to, and Inspector of Branches on the Pacific Coast.

Gertrude Piper,
Secretary,
Pacific Coast Committee.

EUROPEAN SECTION.

The following series of lectures by Annie Besant and Herbert Burrows are to be delivered at South Place Institute, Finsbury, London:


Annie Besant is also delivering lectures at Hastings, Camden Town (London), West Southwark (London), Manchester and Froce.
Mr. Keightley arrived at Lahore on the 9th of March 1892, and I met him at Amritsur on the morning of the 15th March. As there is no Branch T. S. there, it was considered better to see some friends there, and try if we could succeed in arranging a lecture. Babu Narain Singh and Babu Kanhaiy Lal, the well-known members of the Amritsur Bar, interested themselves in the matter, and it was by the kind efforts of these gentlemen that a Lecture was arranged on the evening of the 16th March in the "Babu Kanhaiy Lal Hall." It was a spacious building; the audience were mostly the young English-knowing students of schools who evidently seemed to have taken much interest in the lecture, the subject of which was "Future Re-generation of India." It seemed to have taken much interest in the lecture, the subject of which was "What is Theosophy?" Mr. Keightley delivered a Lecture in the Cantonment. The subject was "Theosophy and Occultism," on the 27th evening another Lecture on "The Law of Karma" was delivered by Mr. Keightley in the Salvationist Hall, now a Public Reading Room in the city of Ambala. I translated both the Lectures in vernacular. The audience was good, and the last Lecture was very impressive. Lala Murli Dhar, the well-known Member of the Local Bar there thanked Mr. Keightley on behalf of the Ambala people and made a very touching speech, showing the deplorable state of the Hindus before the Theosophical Society was established in India and what good the Society has done, especially to the thinking and reading public. I parted with Mr. Keightley on the 28th March, he then went to Meerut and I returned to Ludhiana.

Rai B. K. Laheri.

Ludhiana, 2nd April 1892.

REPORTS OF BRANCHES.

BOMBAY BRANCH.

Church Gate St. Fort.

President.—Mr. K. M. Shroff, Secretary.—Mr. P. R. Mehta, Lt. C. L. Peacocke, Vice-Presidents.—Mr. M. M. Shroff, Mr. J. F. Madan, Treasurer; Mr. R. K. Modi, Librarian.

There have been 12 regular Sunday meetings for the quarter ending 31st March, which were open to the public. The average attendance has been 50 to 60. Besides this, Members meet in groups twice a week to study "What is Theosophy?" and once a week to study "The Key to Theosophy" and once a week to study "The Key to Theosophy." There have been also 12 regular Thursday Meetings, open to the public, for the spread of Theosophical doctrines in Guzerat. Paines is doing excellent work for the English-speaking public, and Guleria supplies the wants of the vernacular class. Free distribution of English and Guzerati pamphlets helps us a great deal in popularizing Theosophy.

The excellent results of the visit paid to this Lodge by Bro. Bertram Keightley have been already reported to you and published in the Theosophist.

M. M. SHROFF,
Secretary.
Bacleoty Lodge T. S.
Bombay.

Kumbhakonam T. S.

First quarterly report for the year 1892.

President.—Mr. A. Nilakanta Sastriar, R.C.E.
Secretary.—Mr. K. Narayanamswami Iyer.

The Branch has been holding its meetings in the Porter Town Hall, as before, during January and February. Almost every Sunday a paper has been read, generally on the subject concerned with Theosophy. But the Branch began to work more energetically from the beginning of March, when it secured a building of its own (built at the cost of the Secretary and M. G. Krishnaswami, one of its members). Just as this time our President was also transferred to this place, and we were able to
work more with his kind aid than before. Since then, I can say, a new era has dawned in our work. The new building is open daily from 5 to 9 p.m., when all interested in Theosophy, Hindu religion, &c., gather; and the Secretary or some other member reads and expounds regularly from the "Key to Theosophy" both in English and Tamil. Thorough popular appreciation of our philosophy and ethics being the key-stone to success, we have made it a point to dilate on a point as much as necessary, that the audience may be thoroughly convinced of the truth underlying it.

Every Saturday and Sunday, we have regular addresses prepared by some member, on subjects of Theosophy. These are usually followed by long and interesting expositions of the points involved therein, in the light of our Hindu books—by some one in the assembly and very often a non-member. The chief personage who does us invaluable help in this way is Mr. Sankara Sastriar, a great scholar in almost all departments of Sanskrit learning, and a splendidly commodious of modesty, patience, eloquence and clearness of expression.

The daily attendance is 10 on the average, while on the lecture days, it is from 50 to 70.

We are glad to see that the public are at last coming forward to assist and encourage us. Almost all the persons attending our rooms are right sincere men, fully impressed with the truths of our philosophy and trying to lead better and more useful lives hereafter than before.

We have also formed the nucleus of a library and reading room where all our magazines and pamphlets and the leading works, on Theosophy and Aryan Religion, both English and Tamil, are placed before the public. We have hopes of making our library ere long a good one.

The chief feature of working this Branch is translation and the expounding of everything in Tamil. Thus an attempt is being made to reconcile Theosophy with the homely conception of our religious teaching.

R. Sundarasa Sastri, B.A., V.T.S., for the Secretary.

GYAN MARGA T. S., FATEHGHARI.

The Anniversary Public Meeting of the Gyan Marza Theosophical Society was held on the 21st February 1892 in the beautiful and spacious grounds of a cold pond situated on the heart of the city. A canopy was pitched on the large platform in the centre of the Bagh and seats were provided for about 600 persons; these were all occupied by gentlemen from the Cities of Farrukhabad and Fatehgarh.

The proceedings were opened by the President Pundit Raj Nath Sahib in an eloquent speech explaining the aims and objects of the Society, in the course of which he reminded the audience of the great services rendered by Colonel Octcott to the cause of the spiritual regeneration of the Indians. He was followed by Pundit Sonder Narain who in fluent and impressive Urdu spoke for more than half an hour on "Universal Brotherhood." Syad Saajjad Hussain then came forward and addressed the Meeting on "The Needs of India." All the speakers were heard with great attention, and it appears from the results that followed, that they made some impression on the public mind. About 600 copies of "The aims and objects of the Society" as well as of the Rules, which had been translated into Urdu and Hindi by the Joint Secretary, Pundit Sonder Narain and had been printed in book form, were distributed.

The audience and the meeting was pronounced by all to be a very successful one. Before the above meeting was held a meeting took place at the premises of the President Pundit Raj Nath Sahib to initiate the following gentlemen who had applied for admission to the Society—Babu Babri Pershad, Babri Babri Nath Sahib, Pundit Rupkishen Sahib, Lalla Har Prasad Sahib.

After the public gathering had dispersed, the election of the office bearers of the Branch was held and the following is the result of elections—Proposed by Syad Saajjad Hassan and seconded by Pundit Kamta Pershad that Pundit Raj Nath Sahib be re-elected President of the Branch, the proposal was carried unanimously.

Proposed by Pundit Kundan Lal and seconded by Pundit Raj Nath Sahib and carried unanimously, that Syad Saajjad Hassan be elected Vice-President of the Branch.

Proposed by Syad Saajjad Hassan and seconded by Pundit Sonder Narain, that Pundit Kundan Lal be re-elected Secretary of the Branch, carried unanimously.

Proposed by Syad Saajjad Hassan and seconded by Babu Prudham Krishna and carried unanimously, that Babu Prudham Krishna be re-elected Treasurer of the Branch.

Proposed by Pundit Kundan Lal, seconded by Pundit Kamta Pershad and carried unanimously, that Babu Har Prasad be elected Assistant Secretary of the Branch.

The President then on behalf of the Branch thanked Babus Durga Pershad and Jwala Pershad not only for placing their splendid Garden at the service of the Branch, but also for making all the necessary arrangements for holding the meeting and for looking to the comfort and convenience of the audience.

With a vote of thanks to the Chairman the proceedings were brought to a close.

(True copy).

Har Prasad,
Assistant Secretary.

16th March 1892.

INDIAN SECTION.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

Entrance Fees—Messrs. D. K. (Bangalore) Rs. 10; S. C. and D. S. (Poona) Rs. 20; K. R. B. (Killa-ab-dulla) Rs. 10; A. R. and G. T. (Bombay) Rs. 19-12-0; A. K. (Cuddapah) Rs. 10; M. V. (do) Rs. 4; P. G. (do) Rs. 8; F. S. K. and H. A. (do) Rs. 10. 5th festival Rs. 20; C. K. (Paramakudi) Rs. 2; A. S. and R. D. (Moorut) Rs. 20; J. N. K. (Nasik) Rs. 10; V. B. P. (do) Rs. 5; M. N. D. (do) 5; S. T. J. (do) Rs. 5; J. H. W. (do) Rs. 5; D. B. G. (Bankipore) Rs. 10; K. G. M. (Dehra Dun) Rs. 10; N. C. G. (do) Rs. 5; G. R. (do) Rs. 5; S. P. (Mozzapore) Rs. 2; S. K. P. and G. P. (Lucknow) Rs. 25; L. D. (Ludhiana) Rs. 10; F. K. L. (Bombay) Rs. 10; N. P. K. and K. M. G. (Calcutta) Rs. 20; S. A. (Kurnool) Rs. 6; I. N. (do) Rs. 4; P. B. B. (Nasik) Rs. 5.

Contribution towards travelling expenses of Mr. Keightley—Surat Branch Rs. 20; Umballa Branch Rs. 20; Meerut T. S. Rs. 9; Dehra Dun T. S. Rs. 15.

Donations—Messrs. M. Vasudevayya (Cuddapah) Rs. 1; B. K. Lahiri (Ludhiana) Rs. 50; Anantarai Nathji Mehta (Kundla) Rs. 21; C. Sanbhari (Mylapore) Rs. 3; S. J. Padshah (Calcutta) Rs. 10.

Balance on the 23rd March brought forward—Rs. 85 A. P.

Annual Subscriptions—Warangal T. S. Rs. 14; Cawnpore T. S. Rs. 12; Tinnevelly T. S. Rs. 10; 54 attached members of the Bombay Branch Rs. 108; Tiruvallur T. S. Rs. 21; Surat T. S. Rs. 42; Bengal T. S. Rs. 26; Kurnool T. S. Rs. 14; D. K. (Bangalore) Rs. 3; K. R. B. (Killa-ab-dulla) Rs. 1; F. S. K. and H. A. (Surat) Rs. 6; A. R. Rs. 2; S. M. and S. R. (Jullundur) Rs. 6; T. S. for 1889-91 Rs. 3; A. S., and R. D. (Moorut) Rs. 4; S. P. (Chakrata) Rs. 3; K. G. M (Dehra Dun) Rs. 2; A. M. (Mysore) Rs. 2; B. M. P. (Mozzapore) for 1891-92 Rs. 3; P. C. M., and B. R. P. (do) Rs. 4; B. S. (Jagur) Rs. 3; L. D. (Ludhiana) Rs. 2; 2 unattached.
Supplement to The Theosophist.

members of the Bombay Branch Rs. 6; F. K. L. (do) Rs. 2; T. Rs. 3; S. S. (Moradabad) for 1889-91 Rs. 3; K. N. (Chitaldroog) Rs. 3; J. E. C., and another (Calcutta) Rs. 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rs. 196 7 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,615 2 11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Expenditure.

Salaries:—P. R. Vencatarama Iyer Rs. 40; T. S. Krishnaswamy Iyer Rs. 27; Velu, office peon, for 12 days in January Rs. 74 12 5; Murugasam, office peon, for March, Rs. 86 3 0

Telegrams... ... ... ... 1 0 0

Postal charges (stamps and cards for office use, and postage on covers) ... ... ... ... 86 3 0

Stationery ... ... ... ... 1 0 0

Printing charges, including cost of paper for last year’s reprints ... ... ... ... 269 8 10

Sundries ... ... ... ... 0 10 3

Total Expenditure, Rs. 459 15 0

Add Balance...1,155 3 11

Grand Total... 1,615 2 11

THE LATE BABU KUNJ BIHARI BISWAS, F. T. S.

We are asked to state that the late Kunj Bihari Biswas was not the President of the Seeti T. S., but only one of its members. The President of the Branch is Babu Raj Kishen Mukherji.

PANDIT TRIBUAN NATH SAPROO, F. T. S.

We have to record the death of Pandit Tribuan Nath Saproo F. T. S. at Fyzabad. Our deceased brother formerly belonged to the Lucknow Branch T. S. of which he was an earnest member. He was also an Urdu poet of considerable merit and amongst the best contributors to the Oudh Punch.

PANDIT BATUWANTADUWE.

The Colombo Theosophical Society and Ceylon Buddhism in general have just met with an irreparable loss in the death of Pandit D. A. deSilva Batuwantaduwe, President of the Branch in question, on the 21st ultimo, at the ripe old age of 73 and in the ful plenitude of his intellectual powers. Next to Sumangala, Mana Nayaka, he was the most erudite Sanskrit-Pali scholar in the Island. A man of commanding presence, with an eye that beamed with the light within, and a manner full of dignity, he was looked up to as an ornament of his nation and a type of the class of great scholars which abounded at times under the Sinhalese kings and gave lustre to their reigns. When Lord Derby and Sir Arthur Gordon acceded to my request that the Sinhalese Buddhists should have Registrars of their own faith appointed for the celebration of their marriages, Pandit Batuwantaduwe was chosen as the Marriage Registrar for Colombo, and the ceremonies have ever since taken place in our Hall in Maliban Street. Now that he is gone, there is no equally learned lay Sinhalese scholar to take his place.

H. S. O.

NOTICE.

Will be sent by V. P. P. on application to the Business Manager of the Theosophist.

Under the heading "Theosophy," in the New and Explanatory Catalogue of seventeen pages, just issued, will be found the titles of a number of new pamphlets and re-prints by the Theosophical Publishing Society (London). Some new books have been Catalogued under other heads. Copies sent, free, upon application.

NEW BOOKS.


The Transactions of the Scottish Lodge of the T. S. Parts I and II ready. Price 8 ans. each. Each number published will contain papers by eminent scientific, and other writers on the connection between science and occultism.

True Church of Christ, by Brodie Innes. Reprinted from Lucifer contains pp. 144. Price Rs. 2.


The Rationale of Mesmerism, by A. P. Sinnett. Price Rs. 2-8.

Astrological Primer in English with a Zodical Map of the heavenly planets, in the Press, by Bangalore Suryanarain Row, b.a. Price 8 ans.


Tamil Translation of Vicharasagaram, by A. Siva Row, F. T. S. It will be one of the excellent books ever published in Tamil, size octave, pp. 500, in the Press. Price Rs. 2-8.

Bhagavadgita, Vishnusahasranamam, Bhishmatwarajam, Amsnsmriti and Gajendramoksham,—called Pancharatnam,—bound in one book and printed in bold Devanagari character, purely Sanskrit, pp. 302. Wonderfully cheap. Every one must have a copy. Price As. 4.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

To save one or two months time, Advance orders will be booked for all books announced as forthcoming in the Path or Lucifer, and filled as soon as the works are published at New York or London.
NOTICE.

Cosmology, or Universal Science—containing the Mysteries of the Universe regarding the Macrocosm and Microcosm, explained according to the Religion of Christ by means of the Secret Symbols of the Rosicrucians of the sixteenth and seventeenth Centuries, by Franz Hartmann, M. D., author of White and Black Magic, &c.

This book contains 45 pages and twenty-five large plates of Rosicrucian symbols. They are important inasmuch as they show the connection between Western religious symbolism and that of our Hindu temples.

The size of the book is 17 × 12 inches. Our Catalogue price was Rs. 15. It was then reduced to Rs. 12. Now reduced to Rs. 10.

Mona Singh: a sketch by D. M. S., is a book intended to familiarize those who may care to look into it with some aspects of a movement which has, from time to time, been maligned by an irreverent Press. Contains 76 pp. Price Re. 1. Now reduced to Annas 12.

Hindu Music and the Gayan Samaj is the only book, of its kind, which gives an insight into Hindu Music. The contents are very interesting. Music being a noble Science which is fast dying out, it well deserves to be encouraged. Contains 160 pages. Nicely bound. Rs. 2-4-0.

The Principles of Astrological Geomancy or the Art of Divining by Punctuation, by F. Hartmann, M. D., treats about Astrology, the Seven Planets, Conjunctions, the twelve Signs of the Zodiac, the symbols of Geomancy, Instructions for Practice, Astrological Geomancy, &c., &c., and thus it is a very useful book. Contains 140 pp. Choice bound. Price Rs. 1-14-0.

A Guide to Panini, being an English Summary of Panini's Aphorisms on Sanskrit Grammar. It is dedicated to all Students of Sanskrit as an humble attempt to facilitate their labours by the Author. The Sanskrit portions in this book are printed in Kanarese. It is a very thick book. Contains 1,244 pp. Exceedingly useful. Price Rs. 8.


Five Years of Theosophy, comprising Mystical, Philosophical, Theosophical, Historical and Scientific Essays, selected from the Theosophist London Edition, paper cover. It is a thick Volume, containing 575 pages. Price Rs. 4—cheap.
THE Theosophical Society was formed in New York, November 17th, 1875. Its founders “believed that the best interests of Religion and Science would be promoted by the revival of Sanskrit, Pali, Zend and other ancient literatures, and which, the Sages and Initiators had preserved for the use of mankind; truths of the highest value respecting man and nature. A Society of an absolutely insular character, whose work should be amicably prosecuted by the learned of all races, in a spirit of mutual devotion to the research of truth, and with the purpose of disseminating it impartially, seemed likely to do much to check materialism and strengthen the waning religious spirit. The simplest expression of the objects of the Society is the following:

First.—To form the nucleus of a Universal Brotherhood of Humanity, without distinction of race, creed, sex, caste, or colour.

Second.—To promote the study of Aryan and other Eastern literatures, religions and sciences.

Third.—A third object—pursued by a portion only of the members of the Society—is to investigate unexplained laws of nature and the psychical powers of man.

No person's religious opinions are asked upon his joining; nor is interference with them permitted, but every one is required before admission to promise to show towards his fellow members the same tolerance in respect as he claims for himself.

The Head-quarters, offices, and managing staff are at Adyar, a suburb of Madras, where the Society has a property of twenty-seven acres and extensive buildings, including one for the Oriental Library, and a spacious hall wherein the General Council meets annually in Convention, on the 27th of December. The European Headquarters is at 10, Avenida Road, Regent's Park, N.W., London; the American Headquarters is at 144, Madison Avenue, New York.

The Society is not yet endowed, but there is a nucleus of a Fund, the income from which is to go towards defraying the current expenses; these are mainly met by the proceeds of entrance-fees, donations, and a small annual subscription from each member. By the Revised Rules of 1889, the Society was placed on a basis of voluntary contributions and made entirely dependent for maintenance upon the generosity of its Fellows and others. But a year's experience proved the old plan the better one.

The Official Trustee for all Society property is at present the President, for the time being, and legacies and bequests should invariably be made in his name, in the legal phraseology of the Code of the country where the testator executes his Will. If left to the Society by name, the bequest becomes void in law. A legacy of £8,000 was thus lost. The President's full address is Henry Steel Olcott, Adyar, Madras, India. The T. S. Convention of December 1891 acceded to Col. Olcott's request and a Board of Trustees will be shortly announced.

The Society, as a body, eschews politics and all subjects outside its declared sphere of work. The Rules stringently forbid members to compromise its strict neutrality in these matters.

The Theosophist is private property, but under the Revised Rules it is the organ of the Society for the publication of official news. For anything else in the Magazine, the Society is not responsible.

Many Branches of the Society have been formed in various parts of the world, and new ones are constantly being organised. Each Branch frames its own by-laws and manages its own local business without interference from Head-quarters; provided only that the fundamental rules of the Society are not violated. Branches lying within certain territorial limits (as, for instance, America, Europe, India, &c.) have been grouped for purposes of administration in territorial Sections. For particulars, see the Revised Rules of 1891, where all necessary information with regard to joining the Society, &c., will also be found.

Up to Dec. 27, 1892, 273 charters for Branches had been issued. For particulars, see the Rules, &c., to be had on application to the Recording Secretary of the Theosophical Society, Adyar, Madras, or to the General Secretaries of the Sections.

In Europe, to G. R. S. Mead, 19, Avenue Road, Regent's Park, N. W., London. In America, William Q. Judge, 144, Madison Avenue, New York. In India, to Bertram Keightley, Adyar, Madras. In Ceylon, to Mr. C. P. Weeresekara, Colombo.

NOTICE.

A New and Explanatory Catalogue of 17 pages, containing the titles of over 400 important and interesting works upon THEOSOPHY, RELIGION, MAGIC, SORCERY, PHANTOMS, SPIRITUALISM, THOUGHT-READING, PSYCHOMETRY, ASTROLOGY, PALMISTRY, HYGIENE, etc., may be had upon application to the Manager, Theosophical Office, Adyar, Madras. All books are sent by V. P. P. in India. (Post paid, but not V. P. commission).
MADAME BLAVATSKY'S WORKS:

THE VOICE OF THE SILENCE.
Fragments from the "Book of the Golden Precepts."

Price Rs. 3-0-0.

THE KEY TO THEOSOPHY.
Being a clear exposition, in the form of Questions and Answers, of the Ethics, Science, and Philanthropy, for the Study of which the Theosophical Society has been founded.

"From the Open Court."—"This is a large book, well printed, and well written. It is eloquent in many places and interesting in all. The genius of it is pure and elevating, its aspiration sublime."

Price Rs. 2-0-0.

THE SECRET DOCTRINE.

Price Rs. 30-0-0.

ISIS UNVEILED.
A Master Key to the Mysteries of Ancient and Modern Science and Theology. 2 Vols. Octavo. Cloth.

Price Rs. 2-8-0.

GEMS FROM THE EAST.

Price Rs. 9-0-0.

THEOSOPHICAL GLOSSARY,

LUCIFER:
A Monthly Magazine devoted to Theosophy.

Founded by MADAME BLAVATSKY and Edited by MRS. ANNIE BESSANT.
Published on the 15th of each month by the Theosophical Publishing Society, 7, Duke Street, Adelphi, London, W. C. Terms—15 Shillings a year in advance. In India £1 a year in advance. Indian Agent, Business Manager, THEOSOPHIST.

THE PATH:
A Monthly Magazine devoted to the Brotherhood of Humanity, Theosophy in America, and the Study of Occult Science, Philosophy, and Aryan Literature.

Edited and Published at New York, by WILLIAM Q. JUDGE, 144, Madison Avenue. Terms—2 dollars a year in advance. Extra Postage included. Rs. 6-8-0. Vol. VI commenced in April 1891.

Either of the above Magazines, and all new books announced in them, may be subscribed for or ordered through the Manager of the THEOSOPHIST.
You are free:

- to Share — to copy, distribute and transmit the work

- to Remix — to adapt the work

Under the following conditions:

- Attribution — You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the author or licensor (but not in any way that suggests that they endorse you or your use of the work).

- Noncommercial — You may not use this work for commercial purposes.

- Share Alike — If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may distribute the resulting work only under the same or similar license to this one.

With the understanding that:

- Waiver — Any of the above conditions can be waived if you get permission from the copyright holder.

- Public Domain — Where the work or any of its elements is in the public domain under applicable law, that status is in no way affected by the license.

- Other Rights — In no way are any of the following rights affected by the license:
  - Your fair dealing or fair use rights, or other applicable copyright exceptions and limitations;
  - The author's moral rights;
  - Rights other persons may have either in the work itself or in how the work is used, such as publicity or privacy rights.

Notice — For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to others the license terms of this work. The best way to do this is with a link to this web page.